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The roots of the conversational mode are traceable to ancient
rhetorical dootrine.

And while the Medieval and Renaissance periods

present a dark chapter in the history of oratory, traces of the conversa
tional elements can be found in the best oratory of the period.

The greatest impetus to the development of the conversational
style ia provided in the classical and elooutionary theory of the 18th
and 19th centuries.
Based upon contemporary advancement# in theory, the first ooaplete
statement of the conversational style of speech is presented by James A.
Winans in

1915 •

INTRODUCTION

The attempt to discover and codify the most effective means of
public speaking has continued through the ages as Incessantly as has
the quest for the proverbial fountain of youth.

Historical records

reveal that the controversy over the souroes of effectiveness entails
a long and involved story.

Aristotle, in his Rhetoric, written as

early as 325 B.C., dealt with " . . .

discovering . . . the available

means of p e r s u a s i o n , a n d the systemlzatlon and analysis of rhetorical
doctrine which had been taught before his tine.

The prooess of in

vestigation and speculation continued through the history of oratory.
Modern writers continue to labor in an attempt to improve upon establish
ed doctrine.
From the early scholars on the subject we have learned certain
principles which seem to have survived the test of time and criticism.
From Greek and Roman rhetoric a theory evolved which insisted that
certain essentials or "ingredients" be present in order for a speech to
be effective.

Cicero analyses the problem in the following manner!

fThe sneaker]] . . , must first hit upon what to say
r Inventions then manage and marshal his discoveries,
not merely in orderly fashion, but with a discriminat
ing eye for the exact weight as it were of each arguramt ^dlapositlo^i next go on to array them in the
adornments of stylo felocutlo]: after that keep them
guarded in his memory ^-aamorlaj; and in the end deliver
them with effect and charm [aromintletlo].2

^Aristotle, RMlatifl, Lan* Cooper, Tr.
Century Company, 1932, 1.2.

New York! D. Appleton-

^Cicero, De Orators, E. W. Sutton, Tr. In J&t Loeb Classical
Harvard University Press: Heinemann, Ltd., 19^2, I, p. 99.
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The Ronald Press Company, 1948, p. 4
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(2)

.
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CHAPTER I

THE CONVERSATIONAL MODE (CURRENT CONCEPTION)

What 1* conversation? what la it for; why do
people converse with each other? The Latin
fiaaiatSiCl* Fro* 'Which the English aoararaalion la derived, means to aasooiate with, or
to commons with. It is a Mental and spiritual
fellowship, adjustment, pleasure, fun. . , , 1
Under normal conditions a human being engages in many conversations
in one day.

It is not unusual, therefore, that he payc no particular

attention to the way he speaks.

As Palmar has suggested, "If anybody

talking to us visibly studies his words, we turn away.

What he says

may be well enough as a school exercise, but it is not conversation . " 2
The speaker is not looking upon his participation in the conversation
as a performance.

He la relaxed and generally quite composed.

He is

engrossed in the idea which he is trying to oonvey to his auditors,
"He forgets himself and his delivery in his absorption in what he is
saying.

His expression is unfettered end real, devoid of formality,

affectation, or timidity . " 3

There eeems to exist soms sort of a

rrapflrti between the parties engaged in e conversation,

Oliver

describes the bond as one of sympathy, wherein there flows a current

•^James Milton O ’Neill and Andrew Thomas Weaver, The Slemantp
SBftgflh» H w Torkt Longmans, Green and Company, Rev. ed., 1935 , p. 300,
u
v,
Pal* r *
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1909, pp. 15-lb,

la English.

Boston.

^Arleigh B. Williamson, Charles A. Frits, and Harold Raymond Ross,
Suffering la Public. New Torkt Prentice-Hall, Rev. ed., 1949, p. 54 .

6
of warm and cardial under standing.*'

But take one of the party, put

him upon a platform, tell him he has a speech to make, and at once a
very strange transformation takes place within him.

At once he

becomes self-consoioua about the way he talks and sounds.

To a degree
The

this state of emotional, instability is conveyed to the audience.
speech has become a performance.

Our sneaker has forgotten temporarily

what he has to say and has become intensely interested in how he is
saying it.

And the audience has become anused and curious of the

performance.

The all-important bond has been broken.

Why did the sudden tran sf or mat i on take place?

Does the fact

that one has suddenly become "the sneaker," talking to a larger group,
suddenly require a different mode of presentation?

What relationship,

if any, exists between public and private speech?

PART I —

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPEECH COMPARED

Sarett and Foster reveal that persons conversing " . . .

are

striving to reveal ideas and to win response; they are not exhibiting

a r t s . How

does this basio function of conversation differ from that

of publio speaking?

Gray and Braden have indicated that " . . .

in any

speaking situation there are two basic factorsi what is being said and
the people to whom it is being said.

The Immediate purpose of the

^Robert T. Oliver, "Wilson's Rapport with his Audience,"
j a g a a l g£ Speech, XXVIl(February, 1941), 79-90.
Q
5J*V Sarett and William Trufant Foster, B*aia Principles g£ Sue 9oh.
Boston! Houghton Mifflin Company, Rev. ed., 194.6, p. 95.
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in stilted language. . . ,"9

What is the basis of this suddan change in

tha physical and mental sat of tha sneaker?

What is tha =!ouroe of tha

oonaaot that a special " manner" m s t be assumed in ordar to "make a
a pea oh”?

Obviously, tha change in attitude Is due in large part to tha

psychological reaction caused within the Individual when suddenly
confronted with a strange, unfamiliar situation.

Thus fear and nervous

ness are responsible for many of tha involuntary, physical changes.

But

there are those speakers who consciously and purposely assume what they
believe to be a "speaker’s manner.*
be explained.

The origin of suoh an attitude can

In the history of oratory there is a period in which an

attempt was made to reduce the art of speaking to a system of rules.
This trsnd, known as the elooutionary movement, brought the subject of
speech-making into disrepute.

Oratory became the object of ridicule.

Then gradually the movement lost its momentum and became a matter of
history.

But the damage had already been done.

The speaker who assumes

the "speaker’s manner," then, is quite possibly being strongly influenoed
by the perseveration of the elocutionary rules in our present society.
Obviously, the influence of the "systems" is still at work in the minds
of some even today.
Fortunately, this trend exists only to a minor degree in the
rhetorical theory of today.

Sven the l a j m n has come to think of the

words aSGEafttien, alSSttUSR* and, at timsa, oratory as being restricted
to the pompous delivery of our political speakers, the shoutings of our
ministers, and the tear provoking utterances of our high school orators.

9James 4. Winana, Srewh-flaEiagCompany, Rev. ed . , 1938, p. 11*

New York! D. kppleton-Century

9
In its piano has c o m the conversational node, now generally conceded
to be the accepted standard of speech-making.

Among the advocates of

this style today are Viinans, Woolbert, O ’Neill and Weaver, Hedde and
Brigance, dray and Braden, Parrish, and a host of others.

As O ’Neill

and Weaver point out, "It is a commonplace of textbooks that the most
effective public speaking is in the conversational mode ."^0
Most contemporary authorities consider public speaking in terms of
modified conversation.

More specifically, private and public speaking

have so many common attributes that one is led to the speculation that
the two are one and the same.

Existing opinion seems to indicate that

there is son» difference.
What is the difference between conversation and platform speaking?
To what degree do they differ?

As has been suggested above, public speak

ing is now considered a modified form of conversation.
O ’Neill and Weaver, *Conversation —

private speaking —

of the word the true prototype of all speaking."^

According to
is in every sense

The degree of their

similarity, however, does present some area of controversy in the field of
speech.

Williamson, Frits, and Ross have referred to James A. Winans’

chapter dealing with the conversational style as "the most borrowed from
chapter on speaker-audienoe relationship."^

Certainly Winans has done

much to project the conversational style into a position of importance and

IQH t w a 1j» Ql Speech, p. 308.

1 1 Ibid.. p. 309.
^ S peaking in Public, p #

53 .

10
respect in the modern concent of speech-making.

Although Winans does

not claim that public and private speech are identical in all respects,
he probably comes closer to this contention than do the other major
speech theorists.

He concludes that

. . . since there is practically nothing true of
public sneaking that may not be true of conversa
tion and nothing true of conversation that may not
be true of public sneaking, we can hardly hold the
differences of fundamental importance. Rather we
shall get on best by thinking of our speech-making
as conversation, enlarged and modified but still
conversation.
And while other authorities admit the similarity, few draw the line of
distinction as fine as does Winans.

It must be noted that Winans does

indicate that there is some difference but proposes that what difference
exists is in degree and not in kind.1^

It is from this premise that most

authorities begin their discussion of the relationship of private to
public sneaking.

A similar view is noted in the observation made by

Hedde and Brigance.

"Good sneaking, whether in declamation or elsewhere,

is simoly enlarged and heightened conversation."^

To a large degree,

O'Neill and Weaver also concur with Winans, at least in principle.

They

affirm that "A safe rule to follow is to have one's speaking on every

'

Maklag*

U Uli4.,

p.

p

.

16 .

12.

^Wilhelmina G. Hedde and William Norwood Brigance, Speech.
J. B. Lipplncott Company, 1935, p. 116.

Chicago

11
occasion aa close In a w r y way to one's bast conversation as circumstances
will allow.”^

But to O'Neill and Weaver the ” degree of difference"

manifests itself exclusively in the aise of the audience.

17

Sarett and

Foster extend this breaoh to include not only the sis# of the audience but
also the occasion.

18

To further Winans' contention that the difference is

one of degree, they maintain that these two elements [audience and occasion}
should cause the sneaker to sneak with greater volume and greater farce, to
be more dignified, to use more bodily action, and to choose his English
more carefully.

19

Woolbert presents an interesting analysis of the problem.

While

acknowledging that "The norm, or standard, far sensible and effective
speech is conversation,”2^ Woolbert hastens to point out that its use is
definitsly limited by the audience else and the occasion.
When two people talk together they use s manner of
expression very different from the manner of a nan
addressing s very large audience. Several degrees
of difference in manner a an be noted. Slightly
changed from the manner of conversation between two
is the manner one uses when he is the oenter of
conversation at a dinner-table or before a small
roomful of oeopla. There ia something more full,

aZ

Sutash, p . 310.

p. 311.

Ezlafilalaa,
p.

p.

90.

89.

XUft

20Charles Henry Woolbert,
Fundamental ■
Speech. Mew lorki
Harper and Brothers Publishers, Revised edition, 1927, p. 21.

IP
more lmoortant, more dignified about the manner
employed under such circumstances. Then again,
given the 3ame circumstances, but assume that
the sneaker is somewhat excited, and the manner
changes again. The speaker may beoorae more
noisy, may make gestures, may energise his face,
and in general nay show more animation and
activity.
Another degree of difference can be noticed in
the speaker far & set occasion. There is likely
to be more of an air of formality about his
manner; possibly even a suggestion of stiffness
or extreme deliberateness. But let this speaker
become excited, and though he may still retain
his formality he will also become more free,
possibly intense; while his eye and face and
, whole being will reveal meanings that he would
not otherwise employ. Finally, at the farthest
extreme of speaking is that vhioh is used on an
exalted ocoasion for the expression of high
sentiments and before
vast crowd. This permits
of almost any extreme.
In short, he is emphasising the degree of difference.

Professor Woolbert

very significantly points out that In public speech " . . .
do do more so."

manner

—

22

whatever you

His concept can be described by what he terras a public

an expansion of everyday speaking.

It

is Woolbert's ocontention

that effectiveness in public address is a matter of asserting oneself.
Many will have to forget the advioe of parents
and teachers to make themselves inconspicuous
in publie places, and will have to learn their
first lessons In assertiveness, aggressiveness,
and dignity. At first they will find it hard;

21I M d ‘» Third edition, pp. 65-66.
22

Ibid. , Second edition, p. 36.

13

bat as soon as they rsails* that public speaking
operates under a cod* distinctly different from
the code that governs the dinner-table at hone
or the social gathering, they will learn the way
to acquire effective speaking Banners for the
platform and the Btag*. ^
Woolbert has indicated that public speech nay be characterised by a
heightened emotionalism, formality, dignity, and elegance*

Weaver warns

that this deviation can also operate in the opposite direction, thus
precluding the us* of this change as a description of public speech*
There seem to be no qualities which belong to
either private speaking or public speaking
exclusively* Someone may say that publlo speak
ing is more impassioned than private speaking,
that it is more dignified, more formal, and more
elegant; but it seems the simple truth to say
that sometimes It is and Bometlmea it is not*
Occasions can easily be found on vhieh private
speaking is supremely Impassioned, dignified,
formal, and elegant and occasions upon which
publlo speaking is almost totally lacking in
these qualities.2*
The controversy continues*
not suggested*

A conclusive snsver to the problem la

It is the Intent of this study merely to point out the

faot that suoh a controversy does exist.

And while we cannot assume that

the conversational mode of speeoh is accepted unreservedly as the best
standard of publlo speaking on all occasions there are certain tentative
conclusions which seem warranted on the basis of the evidence examined
abovet

23ttii*, p. 35.
^Andrew Thomas Weaver, Speech, Forme and Prlna-inlai.
Longmans, Green and Company, 19A2, pp. 76-77.

New York;

u
(1)

The conversational mode has become accepted
as the norm of public speaking.

(2)

Public and private speech are similar in
many respects.

As to the degree of this

similarity, however, there is son* disagree
ment.

But as Uinans puts it, it Is a

difference in degree and not in kind.

To

this attitude most of our present-day
authorities would subscribe.

PART II
THE CONVERSATIONAL HOOK —

A SYSTEM OR A DESCRIPTION?

It is evident throughout the examination of the above material that
some misunderstanding is brought about through the use of the term mode.
Funk and Wagnall define the word in terms of w a r r methodt farmf or style.
It is to this use of the term that some authorities object.

Uinans statss

the problem in an interesting manner.
. . . The imoortant matter far us just now is not
conversational style bit conversational quality.
So please note that we are not talking in this
chapter of "conversational style* or "mode." This
may go with conversational quality; but a speaker
may have either without the other.
Styles may oome and go; but there is no good speak
ing without this conversational quality. . . .*5

25

P. 21.

15

.
Sarett and F,at«- . « • * * «

good public speaking in

4;’

*

furthsr imply

,ern connote.

terms of the chersoteristics of good o<*>

m An „«« the term ashiS. 8i
that it would he erroneous to aee
.__t# speech.
w w e e n public and private
that there la no difference whatsoever

a8

a basic pattern

The best public 8™ « ^ s
' tlM oon.ersatlonal
upon vhich to sa:«
_
w .opba.l” ^ *
manner of speech. rniB . * )hey sneak on the P
-boint — does not asan th*1
^yersation* Jt 18

rssrs

^
t
.
^
discussed.2 '

’o

?

*

^

1”

“hioh

discussed In this
a ta the kind of delivery
Writers have variously referred *
attitude.
„ vlrit, quality, style,
study as conversational speaking,
Most authorities us© the tersos interohang'
^fined in
+hat the node can ^
It is safe, however, to
‘
^aracteristics. It i_
n + v or convers*^iuw“
terms of conversational qua 1 *
rhetorical theory

rf

only through the erlatenoe

characteristics In rb.

*

tdonsl mod* °an be
„ nf the convers^

that the development of the the
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traced.
part

CHARACTERISTICS

„

thb

in

o r n m s u n ^ 37 w

of good everyday
that ths ohsrsotertstlos

It has been suggested

^ q^aia ?rlnffiale&* p*

14
•peaking be carried over into public speaking . 27

However, the advice to

imitate *everyday conversation" in public speaking is often misleading.
Many such conversations are far from being representative of good speech.
According to Sarett and foster, ordinary conversation is often character
ized by the following traits: " . . .

the range of voice is too narrow;

the rate too rapid and too uniform; affective nausea are too few; language
is too informal; and articulation too slovenly. . .

, " 28

Unfortunately,

these are just the elements carried over into platform speech by many
students of speech who are faithfully following the advice to "be
conversational.’’ Rather it is those desirable character!sties which make
conversation good sneaking which should be imitated.

Whet, then, are

these characteristics?
itUW&iUi'-iim■„•

ft is almost without exception that oresent— day

writers recommend that speakers be "natural" in their delivery.

Un

fortunately, such of the advice concerning the acquisition of a "natural
manner” assumes the fora of negative instruction.

Weaver chooses

....a:..,-.er . .1 • speaking to exemplify the opposite of natural speaking.
avers that conversational speech lacks " . . .

He

the long-drawn singsong,

the prolonged vowels, the song notes, the hollow cadences of ’ministerial*
•peaking. . . ."2°

27Ihisl.,

Similarly, Higgins describe* enjoyable natural speech

P. B 6 .

2ft
PP« 3&-a9.

29&H*aab»

p.

73.
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as haring ” . . .

no poses, no pretenses, no artificialities. . . ."-*0

It at once becomes evident that ntich of the instruction in the cultiva
tion of a natural style frequently begins with reference to its opposite,
mechanical speech? and it is to the practices of the meohanleal school
that the advocates of the conversational mode are generally opposed.
Some authorities, however, are more positive in their assertions
about the meaning of the term "natural,” suggesting that the adriee to
be natural is meaningless, confusing, and misleading.

Gray and Braden

that ’’natural actions" are merely "learned actions."
As a measure of delivery, h o u m r , naturalness is
misleading, rfhat is often called natural is likely
to be nothing more than the "habitual." You are so
accustomed to doing certain things in certain ways
— like tying your shoe, for example — that that
way feels perfectly natural, and any other way Is
awkward. Any other habit that we nay have learned
feels just as natural beoause it is performed
a-taost automatically.
It is removed from the foous
of consciousness. But any new habit which is built
up to replace the old one co*r»s to feel just as
natural as the old, when it too can be performed
without conscious thought . ’ 1
Similar advioe is offered by 3arett and Foster, who imke the following
recommendation:
In one sense, a speaker should strive to be "natural."
But naturally a speaker may be afflicted with many de
fects of speech; naturally he may have bad mannerisms;
naturally be may be too voluble, too discursive, or

^ H o w a r d Hubert Higgins, I n f l u ^ j n r Behavior Through Sneech.
Expression Comnany, 1930, o. 176.
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Th* sneaker* a statements should seem to represent
his true beliefs and his real attitude toward his
audience. Any signs of nretense or guile will be
interpreted by the audience as evidenaa of the
speaker's intention to deoeive them, and disbelief
will inevitably follow.35
S3Lr?QtrMgB>

A speaking situation is a communicative situation.

There m a t be set up a system of communication whereby the "message" or
speech oan be transferred from the mind of the sneaker to the mind of the
auditor.

Nothing enhances the possibility of this massage being deliver

ed more than does 41rw\ntgB»

Sarett and Foster stress the imnortanoe of

the role of direotness in establishing a communicative situation.
A speaker who is genuinely communicative is directi
he establishes close o m t a c t with his audience. There
is no gap} no barrier. There is an easy flow of thought
and emotion. The audience feel itt the speaker feels
It. Without it there is no suoh thing as effective
speaking. And it comes only when the speaker forgets
b i m s e ^ and his techniques in his eagerness to ooomunl-

Qrsy and Braden have pointed out that the entire communicative situation
la based upon "an urge to communicate."
• • • x,n* «P*ak«p, to bo moot offoot It s , nuot fool
tho urgo to oonmniaato. Ho mot. In othor wordo,
fool that tho idea vhioh It in hit nind i* ono that
should bo in tho poooooaicm of hio hearors and that
ho is tho raodiu* by whioh thio andionoo and this
1^®a
to bo brought togothor. Yhero ia

*“

B r o t h J ! 0!

^

£

M U .

36SaaiQ ^ lIp q Id Is ^ p. B6.

^Eafclia iaaakiag,

p.

13.
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Winans insists that this motivation is necessary far a "genuine delivery"
or a "lively sense of commont c a t i o n . " ^

There mist be in public sneaking

the same close, warm bond (Oliver’s rapport) which exists in conversation.
Directness plays a very significant, role in establishing an effective
delivery.

Indeed, the conversational mode is often described in terms of

"communicativeness" and "directness."
The moat illuminating word to use in connection with
conversational speaking or the conversational mode
is the word "directness." Conversational sneaking is
direct. It seems to be aimed at the particular persons
to whom the speaker la speaking.
It has the life, the
inflection, the meaning, of intimate, purposeful
oonvercation.39
From tha above definitions, therefore, it is safe to assume that one of
the basic requirements of a communicative situation is the establishment
of a personal oontact between the speaker and the audience.
But there are other implications of tha tarm directness.
sneaks of "ease" and "simplicity," and of "familiarity."

Voolbert

He adds that

"When men get together to talk about the affairs that concern their daily
work, they are almost invariably free, easy, uninhibited, and communicative}
they are 'direct'."^®

It is obvious that communication is established only

with an intimate, friendly, and uninhibited attitude on the part of the

•^Speech

Making f

p, 26.

E l e m e n t s gl &212flh, P* 312.
^VgaflaiMnUlit p. 57.
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speaker*

It is further suggested^3 that the delivery to be effective

should be characterised by a complete absence of formality, and by an
earnest alertness in delivery.

Woolbert subscribes to this idea when he

says, "More particularly does this mode reveal itself when the talkers
know one another thoroughly and are not afraid of committing a faux oaa
vhen they essay to speak* . . ,"^2

Fear, according to Hedde and Briganoe,

presents one of the obstacles to directness.

L3

k method of developing the much-sought-after oontaet is suggested
in the definition of directness offered by one authority.

Higgins offers

the following definition of the term:
By being dlreat we mean that the public speaker should
talk directly to his hearer b in & straightforward
manner as ho does in good conversation, looking, at the
same time, into the eyes of the persons to whom he
sneaks. In conversation we are not very well impressed
by the person whoee eyes are shifty and who seldom
looks at us; exactly the same is true in the public
speaking situation.^
It thus beoomse apparent that contact Is established not only by the
attitude and voioe of the sneaker, but also by the use of hie eyes.
Winana, in his treatment of communicativeness in conversational style,
makes particular note of the effect of the eye in establishing directness.

^ G lasgow, p. 27.

^ f p. 57.
A3Sneechf p. 117.
Behavior Through

p. 176.
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We should emphasize la connection with directness, the
effeot a£ ills axfti which is quite as important as the
voice in maintaining contact. The speaker should look
at his hearers squarely. No dodging will do; no look
ing just over their heads, or down the aisle, or at a
friendly post. The sneaker who meets the eyes of his
hearers — not merely looks toward them but definitely
seas them — will rarely see their eyes turn away from
him and he will rarely lose con+.act. But the t,emula
tion is often strong upon the young speaker to turn
away; not merely because of nervousness, but also
because the necessity of thinking tempts him to drop
his eyes to the floor, or raise them to the ceiling.
But the time for meditation has passed; his facts,
arguments, and conclusions should be clearly arranged
in his mind. His thinking now should be of that
objective sort that is best stimulated by contact with
his audience. Of course a speaker who has had no
opportunity to prepare has sops excuse if he fails to
follow this suggestion, and one dependent upon notes
cannot fully; but the loss of force is n o t e d . ^
Realization

Maaninyt Winans has made another significant

observation in his treatment of the conversational quality which is
worthy of consideration.

He reveals that the conversational style la

characterized not only by naturalness and directness, but also "by a
full realization of the meaning of the words the speaker is uttering."

A close examination of this phase of his treatment of thought and speech
is here in order.
Hind you, no half grasp will doj there should be full
and sharp realization of content. And this includes
more than bare meaning j the implications and emotional
eontent mist also be realized. The reference here is
not merely to those striking emotions commonly recognized
as such, but also to those attitudes and significances
constantly present in lively discoursei the greater or
less importance of this or that states*nt, the fact that

^Winans, p. 29.
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thjs Is an assertion and this a concession (with an
implied "granted" or "to be sure"), this is a matter
of course while this has an element of surprise, and
so on through all possible changes.^°
Moreover, Winans makes the noint that not only should a speaker " . . .
think and feel the full meaning of his words aa he utters them. . . ,
but that he should also • . . have his attention focused upon the

in
content of hie sentences."*’

The means is then suggested whereby this

"attention of the speaker" aan be assured.
He oan do much by determined effort to attend, by
shutting out intruding thoughts and by forming a
habit of never working or speaking with wandering
attention. But much more than sheer will power is
needed. It is desirable that attention should be
as unoonsoious as possible) that is, that it should
be of the secondary passive order. To this end, the
speaker should, in the first plaoe, choose topics of
interest.
He then recommends complete mastery of the subject on the part of the
speaker.

Thus through a wise choice of subjeet and complete preparation,

the speaker will be able to devote his undivided attention to the wards
he is uttering.
Thie charaoteristie (realisation of meaning) is referred to ae
by Glasgow.

He claims that "Nothing will make an audience

lose interest in a subjeet quicker than the insipid delivery of stale

p. 25.
^7Jaaes A. Winans, "The Attention of the Speaker,"
lag R eview. I(September, 1 9 U ) , 41-47.
P. 44.

lbs £ublia £sftik~
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thought.

To be effective, the thought must be re-created each time it

is spoken and its values must be fresh and clear in the speaker’s rniad."^
It ia thus apparent that a speaker to be effective oust have a
complete realisation of content of the words he is uttering.

Moreover,

that realisation imst be accompanied by the undivided attention of the
speaker.

These, then, are the qualities of the conversational mode as

presented by contemporary authorities.
Ia suBriarining the current conception of the conversational mode of
speech, the following tentative conclusions can be drawn:
I.

While private and public speaking aro not identical,
there does exist a great similarity.

II.

This similarity manifests Itself in a carry-over into
nubile speaking at the characteristics which make con
versation appealing to the listener.

IIIw

These characteristics of good conversation whioh should
be carried over into public speech are
A.

Naturalness —

habitual (that which can be learned),

unaffected, vigorous, unconstrained, relaxed,
simple, straightforward, communicative.
B.

Directness or Communicativeness —

rapportf an

audienoe-speaker bond, talking with and not

^Umusls. EaMJa ttBMUagf p. 23.

an
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Audience.

Directness can be established

if there is present in the speaker the urge
to communicate, case, simplicity, familiarity,
earnestness, informality, and an ability to
m k « use of eye contact.
0.

Realization of the meaning of tin words as
they are uttered — - "vivid thinking," acoomoanied by the undivided attention of the
speaker.

It is obvious that the qualities of the conversational mode are so
closely related that In many cases they overlap.

It is also obvious that

not one, but all of the above-listed, characteristios comprise the con
versational mode.

It ia now possible, with the mode broken down into its

integral constituents, for an examination to be made into the origin of
these elements.

CHAPTER I I

THE CLASSICAL PERIOD

It is obvious that this investigation will not reveal a spaoifio
period in Vhich there develooa a midden interest and consequent accapt•nea of tha conversational mode of apaaoh.

Furthermore, aa was indi-

oatad in tha previous chapter tha object of this investigation la not
n»rely a " system" of style and delivery, but a number of qualitiaa which
are characteristic of good conversation.

Tha conversational mode as wa

recognize it today is the result of the incessant ingress of tha conversa
tional qualities into tha accepted methods of public address.

Those

earliest traceable suggestions of the conversational mode may therefore
be somewhat vague and indefinite.

But the point of acoeotance of each

of the conversational qualities marks another step toward the development
or a complete mode.

The theories presented, therefore, are merely straws

at which to grasp in ths search for the origin and development of the
conversational mode.
Naturalness, simplicity, and moderation have led parallel and
opposing existences with exhibitionism and ostentatiousness.

The

conversational attitude is referred to as tha diamstrieal opposite of tha
cl.olM.tonr otyl*

.1

Ertdooc. oooms to l n d l o . U ttat oorly Ip

^ l l l U m o n , Frlti, mod Rooo, p.

55 .
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the history of rhetorical theory there was recognized the need for
simplicity and moderation in delivery,,
The tendencies of a£aaWtUft.U3 in this ptrlti of
oratory [the age of Pericles 2 night well be
summarized in one word — moderation (borrowing
from Aeschines). It seems evident that
ostentatiousness ?md shouting and even spontaneity
and briskness, were undesirable traits in oratory.
Cleon was severely criticized by Aristotle who
accused him of just such exhibitionism. Perhaps
the tragedies and their influence played an
important role in swaying the public opinion, but,
whatever the cause, the demands on the orator were
quiet modulation of voice and complete mastery of
himself, no matter how stimulating the oration . 2
Thus there is evident an early tendenoy toward directness through
simplicity and moderation.

Simplicity in the age of Pericles was

stressed to the point of not only prohibiting a mechanical delivery but
going beyond a natural delivery to the suppression of spontaneity.
The struggle between the natural and the adorned delivery continues.
Attioism, a direct outgrowth of the Periolean oratory, was also character
ised by a simplicity and moderation.
as implying " . . .

Thonssen and Baird describe Atticism

tempered restraint and decorum in expression."

ifiarly

in th# introduction to The Attio Orators Jebb aites the most general
characteristics of the Attic writers of the fifth and fourth centuries as

^ _
^Eleanor M. Gasparovioh, A
jtf litt IlSAtaBat.
gCflBMBUfctt*
&X the Ancients. (M.A. Thesis, Louisiana State University, 1945), pp. 8-9.
S p e e c h Criticism, p.

152 .
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being " . . .

the subordination of the form to the thought, and the

avoidance of such faults as oorae from a misuse of ornament. . .

The

danger of ovaradorned language and delivery was apparent in the earliest
recorded rhetorical doctrine.
Highly representative of the trend toward moderation during the
Attio period was Lysias.

Lysias was born at Athens about 4.59 B.C. and

began the teaching of oratory in Athens in 4.12 B.C.^
known " . . .

While he is best

for his power of adapting himself to the character of his

clients, making the ordinary oitizen speak according to his oersonal
traits. . .

ha is also known for his utilisation of the common,

n
current words of everyday expression.

The selection of words naturally

f'Jls into ths classification of elooutio.

But as was indioated in the

basia criteria of this study, tbs selection and arrangement of words

40
sneaking.

integral part in the establishment, of a communicative mode of
In light of the objective of this study, therefore, the atrlq

of Lysias is worthy of close scrutiny.

Regarding the philosophy of

Lysias as to ths selection of wards in delivery, Dionysius had the followcomment to makei

1893, I, lai.

J#bb» lilt i& U a S s r tg fi*

Londont Maoaillan and Company,

5Ibid., i, U i ff.
k'iasparovioh, p. 17.

AnQiant^Gr^ti'rt*
AasAg.att ^.Lilias*

^
tollfl At Characterized Jjry Three
(H.A. Thesis, St. Louis University, 1936), pi 4..
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The average man, who Lysias seems always to have
in mind, will not use many poetleal words or
phrases, he will use the common figures though —
metaphors, hyperbole, — his language will not be
pedantic or studied or overwrought but clear, if
possible, and olaln, using current expressions.^
Lysias occupies a definite position in the history of stvlq.

The Greeks

early recognised (as did Cicero several centuries later) three classifi
cations of style •—

the grand, the plain, and the middle.

The grand style alias constantly at rising above
the common idiomt it seeks o m & n m n t of every kind,
and rejects nothing as too artificial if it is
striking. The plain style :nay, like the first,
employ the utmost efforts of art, but the art is
oonoealedt and, instead of avoiding it, imitates
the language of ordinary life. The middle style
explains itself by its nams.^
In using the "language of ordinary life," therefore, the plain style
suggests a basis for the development of the conversational mode.

Cioero

later desoribee the plain style in more specific terms.
1. In regard to composition — a free structure
of clauses and sentences, not straining after a
rhythmical period. 2, Ip regard to diction —
(a) purity, (b) clearness, (o) propriety.
3. Abstemious use of rhetorical figures . 10
Such a style would seem to promote simplicity, informality, ease, and
familiarity —

in short, a conversational attitude.

P. 12.
‘’jebb, I, p. 157.

10lkid.»

p. 159.

Lysias Is
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characterized by Cicero aa the representative of that s t y l e . T w o
mistaken impressions about the oratory of Lysias should be here corrected.
The first is that his is a careless, misguided, and faulty oratory.
the second is that his oratory was comoletely unadorned.

And

In £9 It s la

Dionysius commented that
. . . in aahleving this union, [briefness and clarityj
Lysias, who seems to those acquainted with him to have
nothing obscure or not to the point, shows himself not
the least inferior to the other orators. And the
reason of this is that, with him, the matter is not
subject to the words, but rather the words are adapted
to the thought. What is saore, he seeks adornment not
in forsaking entirely the language of everyday but in
imitating that language. - 7
Thus in seeking a close word-thought relationship, clearness, moderation,
simplicity, and naturalness, Lysias might easily be considered one of the
earliest contributors, if not the creator, of the concent later to be
known as the conversational mode.
Brief mention should also be made of another Attic orator, Isocrates,
who emohasized the importance of clarity and assurance in delivery.
Isocrates was born in 4.36 3.C.

By the end of that oentury (392 B.O.) he

was actively engaged in the teaohlng of rhetorio. "
published a discourse entitled &

uau.
oiler, p. 7.
l3Jebb, I I , p. 6.

In his 82nd year he

Antldoals in which he stresses the
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need for clarity of utterance.

He suggested that this clarity of utter

ance be accompanied by an assurance temoered by sobriety, which so
fortifies the spirit that the orator " . . .

is no less at ease is address

ing all his fellow-citiaens than in reflecting to hltjself. . .

Again

he warns
. . . For if one should take lessons in all the
principles of oratory and waster them with the
greatest thoroughness, ho might, perhaps, booowe
a more pleasing speaker than most, but let him
stand up before the crowd and lack one thing
only, namely, assurance, and he would not be able
to utter a word. *
These allusions to assurance and clarity of utterance are referred to by
Kraes-Keatin as concepts " . . .

which today we might designate by the

term, conversational mode. . .
Hut the method of Lysias and the advice of Isocrates represent only
minute facets in the total description of classical rhetorio.

It would be

misleading and, Indeed, erroneous to suggest that the plain style of
Lysias and the clarity and assurance suggested by Isocrates are typioal of
Greek (or for that matter, Attic) oratory.
transitional stags during the fifth century.

Oratorleal style was in a
Jebb indicates that the d o e s

of that century is marked by the growth of a prose literature.17

This

1A
Isooratss, Qn i&ft Antidosisf George Norlin, Tr. Hew Torki William
Helnemann Ltd., 1929, v. 2, p. 293 .
P. 295.

_

..

16

x!!wiu

Kra8»-K«stin. H u SLaatiifraUana al lasaiatia ia ika

"gashing a£ S u & U s ^ M a k i n g »
p» 70,
17

Jsbb, I, p. 19.

U . A . Thesis, Northwestern University, 1938),
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early nrose is characterised by an attempt on the part of the orator to
be better than the ordinary man In matters of speech,
sacrificed for adornment.

tfeaning became

The orator has become a craftsman.

He does not care to be simply right and clear!
rather he desires to have the whole advantage which
his skill gives him over ordinary raenj he is eager
to bring his thoughts down upon them with a
cplendid and irresrtible farce.
Ritter describes the change as indicative of "approaching blight and
decay."
Among the deepest of these [vestiges of decay} was
the corruption of the rhetorical art, which from
a natural and spontaneous expression of thought* and
feeling, in which the matter was more regarded than
the form, had boon debased into an artificial and
meretricious oratory, aiming principally at pompous
and sonorous diction, out of which there naturally
grew up an art of language, which never looked
beyond the impressions of the laaaent. Jebb attributes this change in large part to the influence of the
Sophists.

20

But whether the move indicated "blight and decay" or what

caused it is beyond the scope of this study*

The importance of the

movement lies in the fact that it is away from the conversational mode.
It stressed form and adornment in style —

it denied the importance of

simplicity and oontent.
As early as the year 325 B.C. Aristotle, the Qreek philosopher and
analyst, had presented the first systematic investigation of rhetorio.

14
AOJebb, v.l, p.

20.

19JIeinridh Ritter, Xiift &lil3D£ 2£ Ancient Philosophy. Oxford* D. A.
Talboys, 1938, I, p. 527.

20Je b b , I , p . 2 0 .
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Actually the school of Aristotle produced only one orator of note,
Demetrius Phalereus.

21

Had Aristotle lived & century earlier he would

have had a orofound effect upon the Athenian oratory,

But as it was, it

had very little immediate effect.
Aristotle's philosophy of Rhetoric proved comparatively
barren, not at all because Rhetoric is incapable of
profiting materially by such treatment, but because
such treatment can be made fruitful only by laborious
attention to the practical side of the discipline. Had
Aristotle's Rhetoric been composed a century earlier,
it would have been inestimable to j^atory, As it was,
the right thing was done too late."*
There were just no orators available to practice the Aristotelian doctrine.
But in the eenturien to follow, its effeet on rhetorical theory is im
measurable.

Thus a consideration of Aristotle's evaluation of the relative

importance of the conversational qualities to delivery and the oart played
by SjLOQUttlfl in the creation of a conversational attitude is hardly avoid
able.
What did the great philosopher have to say about delivery?

Actually,

he has very little to say about delivery in his treatment of rhetoric•
Nevertheless he doee not overlook its importance in the process of speech
making.

"As far as can be ascertained, Aristotle is the first to make a

separate division of delivery in connection with rhetoric."2^
states that " . . .

It is not enough to know what to say —

2*Thonssen and Baird, p.
^ J e b b , II, p. A33.

51
^Qasparovich, p . 33.

57 .

Aristotle

one must also

%
knew

to say it. . . , for success in delivery is of the utmost

importance to the offsot of a speech."2^
Aristotle spends son aider ably snore time in the discussion of at vis
or &l2S22lllj«
ficial.

It is in this oancm that ha urge* the avoidance of the arti

He asortbos great isnortance to natural speech, and deplores

artifioiality.
Thu3 we see the necessity of disguising lie swans
we employ, so that we jaay seem to be speaking, not
with artifice, but naturally. Naturalness is per
suasive, artifice Just the rs versa. People grow
auspicious of an artificial sneaker, and think he
has designs upon them — - as if some one were airing
drinks far them. 25
In this passage he is alluding primarily to the adaptation of words to
the speaker.
orose.

But he goes further in his analysis of word selection in

He recommends that the way to achieve "naturalness" is to build

the speech with the idiom of everyday soeech.
In the language of spoken prose, only the current
term, the distinctive name, and metaphors can be
used to advantage 5 we so infer because these, and
these alone, are what every one uses in ordinary
conversation.2®
Moreover, Aristotle indicates that it should be one of the prims concerns
of the orator to seoure olarlty in his style.
good style is, first of all, d e a r .

He explains " . . .

that a

The proof is that language which does

not convey a clear meaning fails to perform the very function of language . " 27

2% a i

2£ia,

bk.

3,

o.

182 .

25

Ibid*, Bk. 3, p. 136.

26

Ibid*

27

Ibid*, Bk.

3 , p . 135 .
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struggle to get back to the classical tradition of meaningful and scien
tific oratory had begun.

Jebb cites

60

B.O. as the beginning of Tire

32
Atticism in Rome.

Engaged in forensic pleadings at this time ware

Calvus and Calidius.

According to Thonssen and Baird they were among

the Roman orators who favored a revival of the Attic standards.

They

favored a style characterized by simplicity, restraint, purity, oorreotness, and clearness.

33

Once more the emphasis was upon atvie.

But here

again the tendency is away from the mechanics and adornment of language,
and consequently a move toward the encouragement of the conversational
mode.
Cicero (l06-<3 B.C.) is named as the representative of the revival
of Atticism in Rome.3*
persisted.

The struggle between Asiani 3m and Atticism still

When Aslanism reached Roms it conflicted with the principles

of the Rhodian school.

The Rhodian school is characterized by D 1 Alton as

being somewhere between the Attic and the Asiatic schools . 35

Cicero, &

member of the Rhodian school, was Inclined toward Attic principles.

The

school had apparently done much to arrest, the relentless spread of Asian—
ism.
let, in its degree, it must have done good service
at a time when florid declamation was almost
universally popular} and, through Cicero, it brought

32I M sU ,

P. 450.

,3&aaflk Criticism, p. 153.
^ J e b b , II, p. U 9 .
35

J. F. D»Alton, & 2aaa L it a m y liiaso
Longmane, Qreen and Company, 1931, p. 75 ,

Srltlolsm.
^

New Yorki
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The task of preserving the classical tradition was passed on to
Quintilian (35?-95 A.D.).

Thonasen and Baird exoress the opinion that

"

fil Qqftsa:

In the Institutes

h ® reveals a remarkably wide

/O
familiarity with and deep appreciation of the Greek and Latin writers.n+
It is not surprising, therefore, to find that investigation reveals vary
little original material in the teaohings of Quintilian.

His doctrine is

essentially Ciceronian insofar as prime importance is attached to the
promotion of eloquence in the "perfect orator."

But Viere again, preserved

along with the classical dootrine, are remnants of the earliest roots of
the conversational mode.
Although a firm believer in ornateness, Quintilian recognises the
value of ordinary language in delivery.
They contend that the most ancient speakers were
most in conformity with nature) and that there
subsequently arose others, with a greater reaemblanos to the ooets, who shoved (less openly,
Indeed, than the poets, but after the same
fashion) that they regarded departures from truth
and nature as merits.
In this argument there is
oertalnly some foundation of truth, and according
ly we ought not to depart so for as some speakers
do from exact and ordinary language.^
If it is conceivable that Winans' theory of the "realisation of
meaning" had ite inception in Lysiae, it gained impetus in the Quintilian
philosophy.

In his treatment of "extempore" speaking, Quintilian in

dicates that there is an important relationship between the thoughts and
the wards of the orator.

C E l U Q l M i P. 91.
^ W . V. Byars, Xba BiattBflk St Oratory.
1901, p. 75.

Chicago! Ferd. P. Kaiser,
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But the crown of all our study and tha highest
reward of our long labours is tha oower of im
provisation. The man who fails to acquire this
had better, in my opinion, abandon the task of
advocacy and devote his powers of writing to
other branches of literature. . .
If, however, ohanoe should imoose upon us the
necessity of pleading a oase at such short notice,
we shall require to develop special mental agility,
to give all our attention to the subject, and to
make a temporary sacrifice of our care far the
niceties of language, if we find it impossible to
secure both.^5
Quintilian is here giving priority to thought over adornment*

This is

an important step in the development of the theory later to be k n o w as
the "realisation of meaning" in delivery.
The era of declamation had already made its appearance on the scene.
"Quintilian conjectures that Dametrlus Phalereus Invented the declamation
on fictitious subjects.*^

With the exodus of democratic practices,

rhetoric lost its £ftifi2a Aisfrlt*
Why was the declamation so popular? The answer
probably can be traced in part to the changed
political conditions. The Republic was dead and
the power of Augustus was established. Assemblies
were both infrequent and perfunctory, far their
decisions could be altered at any moment "by the
Emperor’s personal intervention." Pleading in the
courts was restricted, and the causes were not of
the type that evoked great oratory. There was no
longer free outlet in public life for oratorical
activity. Consequently, other fields far such
endeavor were sought.4*

^Quintilian, Xfcf faflUfrlUa T a t a r i a . H. E. Butler, Tr.
William Heinemann Ltd., 1922, Bk, X, vii, 1 ff.
^ h o n s s e n and Baird, p. 98.
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Th« practice of declamation is one of the distinguishing marks of the
second, third, and fourth centuries A.D., the oeriod generally referred
to as the "second sophistic."^

As far as the development of the con

versational mode is concerned, the second sophistic is totally barren,
for as Thonssen and Baird describe the declamation,
• • • it became a hollow, sterile shownlace,
divorced from reality and serving only one
purpose fully — that of providing students
with a vehicle of display. The mere declaim
ing became an all-sufficient end in its e l f . ^
And so, the classical period closes on a bitter note in the hi story
of oratory.
thought.

Bombast and eloquence now occupied the pinnacle of intellectual

Simplicity, moderation, and naturalness have temporarily lost

their position of prominence.
In summary vs might draw the following tentative conclusions about
the classical period*
(l)

From the very beginning the antithesis of a
conversational style has been the so-called
mechanical school.

The conflict continues

through the classical period, no one "system"
ever existing completely without the influence

oi the other.

Social and political conditions

generally have much to do with the predominance
of a particular mods.

P. 96.
49£attfib C x U l a i M b p. 99.
X ' staT ^ v

/V
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(2)

Obviously, the conversational mode is not
an "invention” of the twentieth century.

The

evidence examined herein seems to Indio ate
that the mode has its roots deep within
antiquity*

The simplicity of the Periolean

oratory apoears to be the first implication of
the birth of a new style.

This simplicity of

delivery was preserved in the philosophies of
Lysias and the Romans Calvus and Calidius.
Similarly, the moderation of Pericles became
the keynote to Attlo oratory.

Lysias, Aristotle,

and Quintilian were the foremost exponents of
the importance of the utilisation of common
words —

&}§ idiom

everyday speech.

Clarity

receives careful treatment in the hands of Lysias,
Isocrates, Aristotle, Calvus, and Calidius.

Attio

oratory, extended by Lysias and Quintilian, gives
full recognition to the value of thought over
form, and the importance of thought tq word mean
ing and physical action.

The naturalness,

communicativeness, and realisation of meaning of
the conversational mode have entered the realm of
rhetorical theory.

CHAPTER III

THE MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE PERIODS

"The long sweep from the period of the second sophistic to the
sixteenth century is not distinguished by great effort in the investi
gation of rhetorical theory*"*’ Without motivation, the second soohistio
oratory had degraded to the point of becoming an effete art*
took the form of the dealamation, a mere academic drill.
pose was the pleasure It brought to the auditor.

That art

Ite sole pur

The declamation, there

fore, had reduoed the art of oratory to a study of atvie.

And

ornamentation and bombast had beeorae the characteristics of that style.
The advent of the medieval period presented no immediate relief to this
condition of degradation*

Sandford points oat that "Medieval rhetoric

inherited the cult of daalamatio from the second sophistic."^

The stress

on style had merely gained the impetus supplied by time and custom*
Because of political conditions, there was little
opoortunity for deliberative oratory; forensic
oratory was far less imnortant than in ancient
t i m e ; and the emphasis, even in preaching, fell
upon epideictio or ocoasion&l oratory, the oratory
of display. Thus by the nature of things, the
medieval tendency to put emphasis on style was
enhanced.^
The emohasis on style extended well into the late middle ages, its tsurpose
remaining the same as that of its predecessor.

^honssen

r - ,

and Baird, p. 10.

?•

ord,|M liab1^iai^ at Eufclia idtoag lm afigfi.

Columbus! H. L. Hendrick, 1938, p. 19.

3Ibld.

u
A.a to the late middle ages rhetoric had cows to
mean to all intents nothing more than style, it
is frequently personified in Picturesque medieval
allegory, never as being engaged in any useful
occupation, but as adding beauty, color, or charm
to life.A
A hasty exaaination of the medieval period would, therefore, give
nrond.se of a trend tovard a conversational style.
ly the case.
barren . 5

little

But this is not entire

Thonssen and Baird imply that the period was not totally

There were those during the medieval age who have gained

prominence in rhetorical history.

These figures loom as beacons in the

age of rhetorical darkness.
Christianity had begun to take a firm hold on Roman civilisation.
and with ita acceptance came an increased interest in rhetoric on the
part of those who were called upon to preach.

Charles A Frits implies

that the only oratory of the Middle Ages comes from the missionaries . 6
The first of these luminaries to appear upon the horizon seems to have
been St. Augustine (fifth century).

Although schooled in the sophistio

doctrine St. Augustine soon learned that effectiveness oould be aohieved
without the close adherence to the rules of the sophistics.
At Milan the professor of rhetoric |j3t. Augustine3
came under the influence of the eloquent Ambrose.

««

1111

5$sassh
u« +

Criticism, P .

10 .

k * ?rlt*» "A Bri«f R«vi®v Of the Chief Periods in the
°f 0^atory,
f o M l ttrll f a U T M l fll Speech, VIII(February,

1922 ),
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It was only natural that the teaoher should mani
fest a professional interest in the oratorical
methods of the minister. He who had been trained
in all the intricacies of sophistic rhetoric dis
covered, to his own amazement, that here was a
speaker who achieved effectiveness and oratorical
newer by ignoring the sophistic system. Ambrose
evaluated thought content as of greater worth them
SL expressionf and presented fundamental
truths in a s l a d e manner. His addresses were
plain, yet refined and dignified. He "held the
mirror up to nature}" and the effeot uoon Augustine,
upon his ideas and methods, was tremendous.^
The effeat of this early association is easily perceived in his Dft
Doctrine Christiana.
oratory of preaohers.

The work came out in the farm of a manual for the
Thonssen

m d Baird describe it as follows*

Although it is neither as oomorehensive nor as im
portant [as Quintilian’s Institutes of Oratory] to
the development of rhetorical theory, it has ranch the
same pedagogical flavor. It is intended as a teach
ing device, supplying both a point of view toward
Christian preaching and a small body of general
principles for practical use. Augustine's work has
historical significance in that it restored rhetorio
to the high estate of the best Ciceronian tradition.
It ignored sophistic *— to the advantage of the cause
of rhetoric — and established the pursuit of Truth
as the guiding principle of public speaking.°
Both the oratory and writings of St. Augustine strongly suggest that he
never fully escaped the smothering influence of sophietlo oratory.

Never

theless, there are some characteristics of his oratorical philosophy which
are worthy of close examination.

7
i*loyd K. Riley, "St. Augustine, Public Speaker and Rhetorloian,"
Xbft aaarfcwrll t a g M l at speech. XXII(December, 1936), 572-573.
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Riley indicates that "At times he seems to base his idea of
eloquence on the practices of his ideal orators, Cicero and Ambrose, both
of whom developed a direct manner of speaking."^

St. Augustine implies

that the most important attribute of rhetorio is perspicuity .^0
doctrine in Christian preaching can be easily understood.

And this

To St. Augustine,

the importance of rhetoric lay in the fact that It was merely a vehicle to
eerve as a conveyance of a message.

Thus there is svident a strong "urge

to communicate" in the oratory of the early Chrietlan fathers.

To this

end he urges an avoidance of elaborate constructions and adorned
language.

"Language, he thinks, is not ths greatest asset of a sneaker,

but it is importanti the main thing is to strive for clearness of state-*
ment.*^"

And again, " . . .

that beauty of expression <rust be subordinated

to meaning."^*
As a final evaluation of the contribution of St. Augustine to
rhetorioal doctrine, Thonssen and Baird offer the following!

2a

Christian Doctrine is important for setting a high
ideal of truth before the Christian preacherj far
avoiding the excesses and obvious falsities of sophist
ical rhetoric? and for revitalizing the beet in Ciceron
ian doctrine at a time when oratory was largely a showy
recital of themes possessing neither public urgency nor
motive.1 ’

^"3t. Augustine, Publio Speaker and Rhetorician," p. 575.
scoring by author).
1QFhonsaen and Baird, p.

113.

p. 576.

n 3a.«ah S l l U a l u , O.
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In reasserting the imoortanoe of directness, dearness, and avoidance of
the excesses of the soohists, St, Augustine has provided an invaluable
thread of continuity in the development of the conversational mode of
speech.
Nor was the moderation and directness of St, Augustine an extreme
deviation from the oratory of his fellow clergymen.

Plats indicates

that "The style of the early ehuroh fathers was simple and direct. .
With the influx of the more learned leaders into later medieval preach
ing, however, the style of the oratory changed.
Leading theologians of the day had had careful pre
paration in all the arts of oratory. Many of them
had been pagan orators and teachers of rhstcxrio before
they turned to the new faith. Thus ths artistically
arranged sneeoh became more and mare prominent,
especially in the East. The burning seal of the faith
was not an ample preparation for conviction! so the
Greek arts of logio, rhetoric, declamation and gesture
were studied. Rigid preparation was given to the
sooken word.
It was no longer a simple conversation
al anpeal from ona individual to anothsr. Theatrical
effeots were introduced and the praise of the audience
was sought. Consequently, ae in Qreeoe and in Rome,
when the actuating motive promoting the oratory was
lost in ths labyrinth of externalities, there was a
oorrssoonding decadence in oratory.^5
Thus the Medieval Ages brought for the conversational mode a short acceptanoe of its principles but an eventual repudiation at the hands of the
clergy.

_ ._

lill airt«BT 2f Eublift ane&klng.

Noble, 1935, p. 70.
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During the oeriod in which eaalesiastioal oratory was undergoing
this slow metamorphosis there oo cured an interesting event in the field
of education which throws some light uoon the fortunes of the conversa
tional elements during this oeriod of formalistic rhetoric.

In 794-,

Alcuin, the English educator and scholar, collaborated with Charlemagne,
the king of the Pranks, to oroduce a dialogue entitled Rhetoric of
Alcuin and

SlifiElaaagaft*

dialogue is described by Thonssen and Baird

as ". , . a fairly substantial restatement of Cicero’s D& In vent lone and
Julius Victor’s

Rhetorics.

I

t

is in Alcuin’s treatment of elocutio

and oronuntiatio that we are interested.
of practice.

In the dialogue, Charlemagne suggests that the training of

the public speaker begin in the horse.
—

T o Alcuin, delivery is a matter

T o this Alcuin readily subscribes

hastening to add a description of the kind of speech to be practiced in

the home.
In a man’s ordinary speech the words should be wellchosen, reputable, clear, and simple; and should be
pronounced with undistorted mouth, a tranquil
expression, a calm faos, and without unseemly jeers
or undue loudness of tone. The right method is to
speak as we walk — to move calmly, without haste
and without delay — until the time when every trait
reflects the temperance of moderate control,^7
It Is then suggested that the philosophical axiom of "nothing to excess"
be applied to speech.

The allusion in Alcuin and Charlemagne’s treatise

to the use of ordinary language (elocutio) pronounced with moderation

16&aa«h GritiQiBmfp. no.
U a
" “ T * a n d C h a r U m a g n e , X k f i S k a t q r l Q fl£ A l f l U l n A & d Q h a r l t « M M >
W. 3. Hawaii, Tr. (Prinoatooi Tha Princaton University Praaa, 1941
p.

),

143.
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(nronuntiatio) 1* unmistakable.

JLlouin has added nothing to rhetorical

theory vhieh oould properly be classified as contributing to the "develop
ment" of the conversational mode.

But. he has kept alive the sr>ark started

by the ancients.
But the stepping stones in the oontinuity of the conversational

mode become fever and less pronounced as the Medieval period unfolds.
Following the treatment of oratory by Alenin and Charlemagne nothing of
great significance is contributed to rhetorioal doctrine until the
Renaissance period.

Even the oratory of the clergy began to decay#

In the Tenth Century a great cloud of ignorance
settled down over the world. The sohoole of
Charlemagne had died out. Even religion had
degenerated into a mare fora of doctrine carried
out by the corrupt monks. Such a religion as
this oould inspire no man to lofty eloquence, and
men almost ceased to preach. 8
This condition of decadence continues to exist until the fifteenth
century when the fire of Christianity began once more to flare up.
The oratory of the Reformation, the 15th, 16th, and 17th centuries,
suggests a revival of the "urge to oomnunioate."

As was the case in the

early Christian era, the oratory of this period " . . .
rare exceptions of the oratory of eoolesiastios."^

was composed with

The period is marked

by great efforts in oratory on the part of a few in an attempt to rouse
the people from their lethargy and corruption.

^ P r i t s , p. 37.

19 Plats,

p.

10 1 .

Society and the church*
9
1
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alike were corrupted and decadent, and the individuality of man had been
lost therein.

The history of oratory suggests that great oratory grows

out of a need for redress.

Such a need existed during the

15 th

century.

The leader of the Reformation movement in Germany vna Martin Luther.
In his extreme desire to reform he was typical of the orators of that
period.

The characteristics of his oratory were simplicity and earnest

ness.

He was essentially a popular preacher, for he tried
in every way to present his subject so the simplest
wight understand. He was often rude, coarse, violent
and even grotesque. His unmistakable purpose was to
impress Justification by faith alone. He was not
eloquent in an academic sense, but the result of his
preaching is the proof of its effectiveness .20
The speaking of another reformer, John Calvin, la described in terms which
are highly suggestive of a conversational quality.
His style was without rhetoric, simple, direct, calm,
clear, and logical. let It carried great weight.
Although he lacked ths imagination of Luther, he had
the same will nower, Intense piety, and extreme
earnestness . 21 2
In the preaching of both these msn there is a careful avoidance of any
artifioiality or adornment which might interfere with the delivery of the
all-important message to tho llstonor.

Similarly, a later French Reformer,

Francis de Sales is described as
. . . extremely simple in his oreaehing and [he}
studied for brevity and dearness. There are few
outbursts of eloquenoe in hie works. He a t t e m p t ^
neither to display learning nor subtle argument.

20Plata,

p. 115.

2 1 Ibld.P

p. 118.

22 Ibid.r

p.

120 .
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The interest in classical tradition had already bean revived.

With

the renewed interest in learning cams a rebirth of the early rhetorioal

doctrine.

Saruiford suggests, however, that the Renaissance actually had

little effect upon the oratory of the day.
The renaissance brought to light the great rhetorical
treatises of antiquity? at the same time it continued
the media-ml inter® at in d e c l a m 1,io and style. So
far as rhetoric was concerned, then, it was essentially
a continuation of the Middle Ages, save that it led to
a greater knowledge of, and interest in, the important
works of Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian.^
Probably the greatest contribution to rhetorical doctrine during
the Renaissance was the writing of such men as Leonard Cox, Thomas Wilson,
Richard Sherry, and Richard Rainolde.

Sandford indicates that their works

were representative of each of the various traditions of rhetoric.
Leonard C o x ’s Arte & Crafte pf RhetQrvke. oa. 1530,
restated the classical doctrine of inventlot Thomas
Wilson’s A d fi£ hhetorldue, 1553, treated all five
parts of rhetoric in a manner largely classical?
Richard Sherry’s two books, A Tpe/AUaS S£ f o & a m a iill4
l£ 23 Sfi» 1550, and A i D t e U B f Sl£ 1&L ElgUIfiS
flCMMlC
and Rhetorlk^f 1555, dealt with style? and Richard
Rainolde♦s Foundacion of Rhet.orikef 15&3, presented
the theories and technique of the school of declairatlo. ^
Examination of these treatises reveals that of the five contributions,
only Thomas Wilson’s A d g£ Rhetorlquc suggests anything which resembles
the utilisation of a conversational element.

True to classical tradition,

he stresses the Importance of plain language and simplicity to the
conveyance of meaning.

23M

l

He points out that

3fa Theories,

^ I b l d .. o.

22 .

p. 20.
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. . . an Orator rmat labour to tall his tala, that
the hearers male wall know what ha msaneth, and
understand hyra wholie, the vhiohe ha shall with ease
doa, If he vtter his inynde In plains woordea, such as
are vsuallie reoaiwad, and tall it orderly, without
goyng about the busshe.2 ^
The 17th century presents a brighter oioture in the history of
oratory than does the preceding period*

Classicism is beginning to take

a stronger hold in rhetorical principle and practice.

And with the

reversion to the ancient tradition comas a rejection of the excessive
practices of affectation and ornamentation, and consequently a step in
the direction of simplification.

Soholars such as Francis Bacon strongly

criticize the excesses of style popular In the Elizabethan age.

Concern

ing this matter, Bacon has the following ooswent to m&ket
This grew speedily to an excesses for men began to hunt
more after wardes than matter, and more after the
choi sene as of the Phrase and the round and clean#
composition of the sentence, and the sweet falling of the
clauses, then after the weight of matter, worth of
subject, soundness of argument, life of invention, or
depth of judgement . 20
One of the writers of this period, Thomas Hobbes, makes an interesting
allusion In his interpolation of Aristotle to the control which the mind
and emotions have over bodily action.
If the Words, Tone, Greatness of the Voice, Gesture,
of the Body and Countenance, seem to proceed all
from one Passion, then ’tis veil pronounced. Other- 2
5

25Thomas Wilson, Atfa

filftiaiik*.

Londoni 1567 edition, p. 162.

F r a n c i s Bacon, "Advancement of Learning," X&! Essays jj£ Lord
in the Ghandos Classics. Hew Yorki F. Warn# and Comoany, 1852,
p. L U .
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wise not. For when there appear more passions than
on# at one#, th* mind of the Speaker annaore unnatural
and distracted. Otherwise, as th# mind of the Speaker,
so the mind of the Bearer, always.2 '
The implications of the passage are subtle hat the importance cannot be
underestimated.

Hobbes has indirectly intimated that physical manifesta

tion* of speech are controlled by the mental processes of the speaker.
Otherwise, such actions are, or appear to be, "unnatural" acts.

If this

concept were true, the mechanical approach to delivery would appear to
bo rendered lees feasible.
The support of men like 3aoon, and th# influence of such works as
Hobbes’ Mfafllt i d

<l£ Rhetorlok added to the growing predominance of the

classical doctrine.

But concurrent with the establishment of classical

authority was an increasing interest in the mechanic s of delivery.

The

middle of the 17th century witnessed the presentation of " . • . tho
first elaborate treatments of the art of gesture in the language . " 28
1 6 U , John Bulver wrote his f i M J M l w U sad Ohironomia.

In

Ghlrologla

literally means the "language of the hand," while Chlronoala ie translated
as "the rule of the hand . " 29

Bulwer gives names to epeoifio gestures which

he attempts to describe and indicates upon whioh occasions each should be
employed.

Obviously, such a mechanical and artificial approach to

delivery i# diametrically opposed to natural speech.

Still, Bulwer is

^Aristotle, Treatise on Rhetoric. analysis by Thomas Hobbes.
Londoni Henry G. Bohn, 1851, pp. 329-330.

28Sandfard,
Ibid., p.

p. 76.

89.
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careful to point out that the same minute attention was paid by the
ancients to the art of gesture and that his treatises grew out of a

30
demand by Francis Bacon far a thorough treatment of the subject.
it is evident that the two great farces —

Thus

the elocutionists and the

classicists, already girding for battle, both claim classical doctrine as
a progenitor.
In sum, the years herein grouped as the Medieval and Renaissance
period present a very dubious future in the development of a conversa
tional style.

Oratory of the Medieval Age is almost without exception

restricted to the clergy.

Political conditions were suoh that oratory

had no justification for existence.

Eoolesiastioal oratory, therefore, cams

forth into its own, generally being characterised by simplicity.

But even

the preaching of the period is pictured as gradually losing its incentive,
and thus reducing itself to a study of style.

A few exceptions to the

rule suoh as St. Augustine and Alouln and Charlemagne, provide occasional
references to a conversational inclination.
Although the Reformation orovides little change in rhetorical
doctrine, it does present an interesting group of orators.

Fired to a

point of revolution against the corrupt practices of the ehureh of thsir
day, the reformation orators gave to the world an oratory characterised by
earnestness and simplicity.
practiced.

So here again the conversational elements are

The Renaissance witnesses a revival of classical doctrine and

3QIbld.
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son* important contribution® to the history of oratory.
conversational style here plays no prominent role.

But the

As Classiois® becomes

deeply entrenched, there suddenly appears a mechanical treatment of
delivery.
has begun.

The feud between the so-called meohanieal and natural schools

CHAPTER XV

CLASSICISM AND ELOCUTION

Th« eighteenth century witnessed a growing interest in the art of
oratory.

The oeriod ie marked by an increasing number of editions of

the classics.

T o a large degree this was indicative of the growing

acceptance of classical doctrine*

As early as 1726 the universities in

England had begun to utilise Aristotle's Rhetoric
Cioero's fit SElftSCf and Quintilian's Institutes

2I

as textual material . 1
Oratory had undergone

a number of editions during the first half of ths oentury . 2

The interest

in the classics had not only continued from the 17th century but gave
evidence of a growing popularity.
The olassieal movement during the 18th century produoed many
notable contributions to the history of rhetoric.

Prominently represent

ing the movement during this oentury wsre John Lawson, John Ward, George
Campbell, Joseph Priestly, and Hugh Blair.

Their works " . . .

either

follow the ancient models closely or reinterpret them in the light of
current criticism."^

Pertinent to this study are ths contributions of

Ward and Blair.
John Ward, in his gyalfB

2 C l l a n » 1759, presents a tynioal rhetor

ician's reaction to the florid style which was so prevalent in the era

^andferd, p.

10 1 .

2ibid.
^Ibld. t

p. 107 .
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preceding the advent of classicism*
*

Saadford quotes him on the subject*

Nothing la more common, than to suppose that only to
be oratory, which Is delivered in a florid and pompous
style. Whereas Elocution comprehends all characters
of stile, and shews how each of them Is to be applied;
and directs as well to a choice of words, and pro
priety of expression, as to the ornaments of tropes
and figures * . » to suppose . . . that the oratory
is wholly confined to these, or that the orator acts
out of his sphere, when he does not use them, is
equally to mistake in both cases.^
Similarly, the Introduction to Hugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetcario and
Bellas Lettree, 1783, nrovides a stern denunciation of ornamentation in
speaking and writing,
. . . I am sensible that prejudices against them
[speech and writing 3 are apt to rise in the minds of
many, A sort of art ic immediately thought of, that
is ostentatious and deceitful; the minute and trifling
study of words alone; the comp of expression; the
studied fallaoie* of rhetoric; ornament substituted
in the room of use.^
Blair than explains that the ournose in presenting the lectures is to
. . . substitute the application of these principles
[reason and good senseJ in the plaoe of artificial and
scholastic rhetoric . . . to explode false ornament,
to dlreot attention more towards substance then show,
to recommend good sense as the foundation of all good
composition, and simplicity u b essential to all true
ornament.°
In effect, Ward and Blair are urging that public speakers should be un
affected and simple.

It must be noted that among the qualities whloh

*~Ibld.. p. 108.
*Hugh Blair, fcftflfrgflfl £B ShflttfiSiQ AQd B*llc« Lettres.
Gollins and Company, 1819, p. 10.

New York;
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Woolbert uses in dascriblng the term vnatural" are unaffectednaas and
sim p licity .

7

Bat B la ir makes a more p o sitiv e contribution to the development of
the conversational mode, when, in h is treatm ent of d e liv e ry , he makes
the following observation:
For when a sneaker is engaged in a public discourse,
he should not be then employing his attention about
his manner, or thinking of his tones and his gestures.
If he be so employed, study and affectation will
apoear. He ought to be then quite in earnest) wholly
occupied with his subject and his sentiments} leaving
nature, and previously formed habits, to prompt and
suggest his manner of delivery,*
8
*
Blair decries affectation and artificiality.
to the problem of public speaking.

He urges a natural

approach

In short, he suggests that there is

no difference between the spontaneous actions of private discourse and
the manner of the public speaker.
Nothing can be more absurd than to imagine, that as
soon as one manta a pulpit, or rises in a publio
assembly, he is instantly to lay aside the voice with
which he expresses hi nself in private} to assume a
new studied tone, and a cadence altogether foreign
to his natural manner. This has vitiated all delivery)
This has given rise to cant and tedious monotony, in
the different kinds of modern public speaking, especially
In the pulpit. Men departed from nature) and sought
tc give a beauty or force, as they Imagined, to their
discourse, by substituting certain studied musical
tones, in the room of the genuine expressions of
sentiment, which the voice carries in natural dis
course, Let every publio speaker guard against this

^Fundamentalsr 1927 edition, p. 23.

8ii&a&lU0U»
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Suoh a situation provided an excellent medium for the development of new
theories and -nethods of teaching the art of delivery.

It is not surpris

ing, therefore, that contemporary with the growing enthusiasm for the
olassios there developed a movement aimed at the perfection of the art of
delivery.

Sandford theorises that herein lies the birth of the elocution

ary movement which was to survive well into the twentieth century.
In ahort, the ground was being prepared for the
elocutionists, who about 1760 were to begin the
publication of numerous works purporting to
teach the art of effective speaking by meticulous
attention to matters of voice, posture, and
gesture. The criticism of English oratory during
the first half of the century, turning more and more
to the details of oral presentation, is probably the
principal cause of the elocutionary movement.^
Important to this study is the further bifurcation whioh materialized
within the

elocutionary

movement.

Robb indioates that out

ary movement there arose two schools —

of

the elocution

the natural and the raschanloal.^

She further intimates that these two opposing entities originated in the
inimical pedagogical philosophies of Locke and Rousseau, the former's
theories producing rather meohanloal methods and the latter's relying upon
nature for its development.1^
It will be recalled that as early as 1644, John Bulwer had given
careful consideration to the matter of delivery in his Chirologia and
Qhlr900Bl a .

By the middle of the lSth oentury the elocutionary movement

P. 106.

P ,,__ R°bb,
fi2ll§gSg &&£ ttfllTarBiVlQB*

uIil4.

It&tVWlXaMw &

Lltaratur. la lmrlaap

New lorki H. VI. Wllaon Corn any, 194.1. p. 31.
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was in full swing and gathering momentum*

At the hands of the

elocutionists, increasing attention was to be paid to voice and gesture.
Since these two etenants are so involved in the theory of the conversa
tional style, a close examination will be vade of the theories of the
elocutionists.
John Mason had in 1743 published a small book of only thirty-nine
cages entitled

Saaa? 2S Elocution, or frQffilBfllftUaa.

Th« work is in"

tere sting focr two reasons; (l) it apoe ired fourteen years before

',er1 i in s

«» a

Lectures o& Slooution (Sheridan is considered by Robb

to be the leader

Of the natural school.); and (2) in his essay, Mason makes some recom
mendations which closely resemble our present-day conversational mode.
For this close approach to the current conception of the conversa
tional mode Mason must be given full credit.

Flavored by the advice of

the classical rhetoricians and adjusted to suit the current need for
moderation, his rule for correcting faults of speech and voice is a
statement remarkably similar to the Winans' theory of the relationship
existing between public and private speech.
Study the most easy and natural Vay of expresaing
yourself, both as to the Tone of Voice and the Mode
of Speech. And this is best learnt by Observations
on common Conversation; where all is free, natural
and easy; where we are only intent on making ourselves
understood, and conveying our Ideas in a strong, plain,
and lively Manner, by the most natural Language,
Pronunciation and Action. And the nearer our
Pronunciation in Publlek comes to the Freedom and Ease

15Ibid.
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of that v® use In common Discourse (provided we keep
up the Dignity of the Subject, and preserve a Pro
priety of Expression) the more just and natural and
agreeable It will generally be.
Above all Things then study Nature; avoid Affectation;
never use Art, if you have not the Art to conceal it:
For whatever doea not appear natural, can never be
agreeable, much less oerswasive.-^*
Mason also nresents one of the firet implications of eye contact
which this investigator has uncovered.

His advice follows:

The Eyes. These should be oarried from one Part
of the Audience to another, with a modest and decent
Respect; which will tend to recal and fix their
Attention, and animate your own Spirit by observing
their Attention fixed. But if their Affections be
strongly moved, and the observing it be a Means of
raising your own. too high, it will be necessary then
to keep the Eye from off them. For tho* an Orator
should always be animated, he should never be over
come hy his passions. ^
Apparently mechanical in his treatment of gesture and bodily action, Mason
has nevertheless presented some very pertinent steps in the development of
the conversational style.
Fourteen years after the Mason work, there appeared a compilation of
lectures entitled Lectures <yj Elocution by Thomas Sheridan.

The theories

presented in the lectures provide some solidity to the principles expressed
by the so-called "natural" school.

It is possible that Mason and Sheridan

oould have drawn upon the same source (or scuroes), for the theories which
they set forth are remarkably similar.

In Leoture I, Sheridan sets a

_ _
Ma*ont An SflflM 2Q Elocutiont ^Lt Pronunolatlon. Londont
J. Buckland, 1757, p. 34.
17Ifcid .» p. 40.
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standard for propriety and force in public speaking just as Mason had
done for soeech and voice.
There can not be a better clue to guide us to the
source of the malady complained of fa deficiency in
reading and sneaking J, than a due attention to an
observation before made* "That there are few persons,
who, in private company, do not deliver their senti
ments with propriety and force in their manner,
whenever they speak in s a m e at." Consequently here
is a sure standard fixed for propriety and force in
public speaking; which is, only to make use of the
same manner in the one, as in the other.
And this,
men certainly would do, if left to themselves; and
if early pains were not taken, to substitute an
artificial method, in the room of that which is
natural,
Thus Mason and Sheridan have both established conversation a3 a model for
public speech.

Sheridan proposes a similar standard in regard to the

choice of accent.
The only rule, with regard to this head, necessary
to be observed by all public speakers, who can pro
nounce English properly, is to lay the accent always
on the same syllable, and the sans letter of the
syllable, which they usually do in common discourse,
and to take care not to lay any accent or stress,
upon any other syllable. A rule so plain and easy,
that nothing but affectation, or bad habits, contract
ed from imitating others, can prevent its always taking
place. And yet the want of knowing, or attending to
this rule, is one of the chief sources, of the un
natural manner of declaiming, which is so generally
complained of, tho* few can tell exactly whare the
fault lies.19
In respect to simple emphasis he suggests that tha speaker recall the
placement in a statement which was predicated by a similar sentiment

T n
Sh*ri^*a » A S&UJOt <£ lasfcUEM an Elocution.
J. Dodsley, Revised ed., 1737, p. 4.
19Ibld. . op. 70-71.

London*

in private discourse.29

As to gesture, he recommends that the speaker

" • • • speak entirely from his feelings; and they will find Mich
truer eigne to manifest themselves by, than he could find for them."
Sheridan has by no means reached the ultima* in the development
of the conversational style.

This is true for two reasonst (l) he is

recommending an "imitation" of the conversational attitude; and (2) in
many raspeota he is just as mschanioal as any of the elocutionists who
have been relegated to tha mechanical school.

Winans carefully points

out that Sheridan is interested in creating a "Manner,” adopted so as
to create ” . . .

the air of genuineness."2^

Winans further suggests

that Sheridan advocated a premeditated delivery for a given reading.*
22
Sheridan has carefully avoided the use of specific rules in all
casas.

Sandford is therefore Justified in his final evaluation of

Sheridan’s philosophy.
• • . wa find in the works of Sheridan a sane and
natural aporoaoh, with great emphasis upon the con
versational manner as the norm of good presentation,
and with definite opposition to meohanioal means of
teaching expression. He gives a simple, direct
analysis of the important problems of voice and
gesture.23
The matter of the place of nature in expression experiences vary
ing degrees of acceptance at the hands of the elocutionists of the period.

P.

87.

2*"Whately on Elocution."
22Ibid.
2 E n g l i s h Theories, pp. 131-132.
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In James Burgh's Art of Soeakipgr 1762, there Is a peculiar interpretation
placed upon the employment of natural expression in public speaking.

He

concedes that natural motions are essential to expression, but he then
orooedes to prescribe the specific "natural" gestures for the various
emotions.

His book oontains the detailed rules for the expression of

ninety-eight different moods and emotions which were later borrowed by
Walker in his Elements (1781).

As Robb points out, Burgh prooeded on

2JL
the assumption that emotion is expressed alike In all individuals.

In

Burgh’s work is seen an early tendency toward the reduction of expression
to a set system of rules.

The mechanical system, or so-called mechanical

school, has begun to develop.

And with the acceptance of set standards

comes a general trend away from a reliance upon nature for individual
physical manifestations of thought and emotion.
A similar trend toward the mechanical development of speech is
noted in the "systems" of Joshua Steels and Gilbert Austin.
Joshua Steele's PEgflffttft Ratloaalls appeared.

In 1775,

The book presents a

system for indicating such things as acoent, quantity, pause, emphasis,
and force.

Sandford states that the work's significance lit * In the

fact that it " . . . represents a development of the tendency to devise
marks to represent the various vocal phenomena."

25

The "system" of Gilbert Austin oonsists primarily of a set of
symbols whereby speoifio movements of the body, faoe, and hands might be

lakaiBEttflUw, p . 39.
25S n g U a b Theories, p. 133.
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indicated.
his labors.

In the orefaoe to his Ghlronomla. 1306, Austin justifies
His contention is that "other nations" a an disoens® with

rules, but the English sneakers cannot depend solely on nature.

Ha,

therefore, proposed a set of rules whereby the English orator will be
aided in the imorovernent of his axnressicm.

26

Austin Is as rrwohanic.il

in his apnro&oh to delivery as Burgh or Steele,

His treatise is replete

with rules designed to improve and preserve the voice, and to as sist in
the control of the countenance and gesture.

Austin illustrates his

suggestions in a series of 122 plates at the end of his book.
The last and probably best known contributor to the development
of the mechanical school to be considered in this study is John Walker,
Just as Sheridan was considered by Robb to be the leader of the natural
school, Walker is named as the head of the mechanical movement.

27

Walker’s

contribution is developed in his Elements $£ Elocution, 1781, in two
volumes.

He indicates that the purpose of the essay is " . . .

an attempt

to reduce the whole doctrine of rhetorical punctuation to a few plain
simple principles. . . ,"28

The

2*. Elocution provides rules for

pauses, inflections, emphasis, modulation of the voice, and gesture.

His

analysis of the passions and descriptions of their physical manifestations
would seem to indioate that, like Burgh, he seeks the appearance of the

G i l b e r t Austin, fihlrsmaall.
1806, p. xi.

Londoni T. Cadell and W. Davis,

i

?70r&l Interpretation f p. 31.
28
John Walker, &j*raaatg SL Elooutlon.
Author, 1781, volume 1, p. 6.

London* Printed for the
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natural, bat uses a mechanical aporoach to that and.

An illustration of

this would be his description of "reproach":
Reoroaoh is settled anger or hatred chastising the
object of dislike, by casting in his teeth the
severest oensures noon his imperfections or mis
conduct t the brow is contracted, the lip turned up
with scorn, the head shaken the -voice low, as if
abhorring, and the whole body expressive of
aversion.
The period which began with Sheridan and extended into the early
twentieth century, broadly known as the elocutionary movement, cannot be
overlooked in a consideration of the history of the conversational style
of speech*

The period represents two centuries in the development of

rhetorioal theory.

3oth schools of the elocutionary movement are im

portant to this study.

The followers of the natural school, in particular,

have contributed mien to the concept of the "natural delivery" whioh later
leads to more imoortant treatises in the next century.
of the mechanical approach were equally important.

But the advocates

An examination of the

works of both grouos reveals the futility of attempting to Isolate the
theory of one from the other.

The natural school is not completely devoid

of mechanical Influence and principle, nor does the mechanical group deny
credence to the Importance of natural appearance.

Winans admits that he
30

can find no fundamental difference between the leaders of the two movements.
One of the very important contributions of the mechanical tendency is
the reaction it oaused in at least one rhetorician of the early 19th oentury.

Z9i m - , ?. 325 .
^ " W h a t e l y on Elocution."
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In Richard Whately*s Blcminta ,a£ B M t o r i S , 1828, appears " . . .
i

the

first strong protest against the elocutionary movement, which had
flourished for nearly ainty y e a r s . " l a t e l y bases hia criticism of the
systems of the elocutionists on his estimate of the results of their
efforts.
Probably not a single instance could be found of
anyone who has attained, by the study of any system
of instruction that has hitherto appeared, a really
good Delivery* but there are many, — probably
nearly as many as have fully tried the experiment,
— who have by this means been totally spoiled; —
who have fallen irrecoverably into an affected style
of spouting, worse, in all respecta, than thalr original
mode of Delivery. Many accordingly have, not unreason
ably, conceived a disgust for ths subject altogether;
considering It hopeless that Elocution should be taught
by any rules; and aoquiesoing in the conclusion that
it Is to be regarded as entirely a gift of nature, or
an accidental acquirement of nractice.^
Whately presents sons interesting ideas, vhich, while not new, dc
preserve the continuity of the development of the conversational style.
He d e a r l y relies upon nature to provide the proper physical action to
accompany tha thought.
The practical rule then to be adopted, In conformity
with the principles here maintained, is, not only to
pay no studied attention to ths Voice, but studiously
to withdraw the thoughts from it, and to dwell as In
tently ae poaelble cm the Sense, trusting to nature to
spontaneously the proper emphases and tones. ^

^ a n d f o r d , p. 121.
^ R i o h a r d Whately, Sis taints of Rhetoric.
Company, 1858, pp. 389-390.
p

» 40i-.

Boston: James Munroe and
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He opposes artificiality and adopts what he terras a "natural manner."
Row closely, then, does this philosophy of Wbately approach today's
conversational mode?
naturalness.

It has already bean pointed out that he favors

Wloans would agree with 'Whatsly on this point.

Nor would

he quarrel with Vhately when he diaouesos the effectiveness of good,
earnest conversation in the following passage:
The advantage of this Natural tenner — i.e. ths
manner which one naturally falls into who is rialIs
3oeuking. in earnest, and with & mind exclualvstlj
intent on what he has to say — may be estimated
from this consideration*, that thera are few (as was
remarked in the preceding chapter) who do not speak
so as to give effect to what they are saying. Soiae,
indeed, do this much better than others. Some have,
as 1 observed above, in ordinary conversation, an
indistinct or incorrect pronunciation, — an embar
rassed and hesitating utterance, or a bad choice
of words: but hardly any one fails to deliver (when
speaking earnestly) what he does say, so as to
oonvey the sense and the force of It, much more
completely than even a good reader would, if those
same words written down and read. The latter might,
indeed, be more approved; but that is not the
present question; which is concerning the impression
made an the hearers’ minds. It is not the polish of
the blade that is to be considered, or the grace
with which it is brandished, but the keenness of the
edge, and the weight of the stroke.3*
Whately takes cognisance of the fact that not all conversation is
good.

The speech in everyday discourse is frequently faulty.

He there

fore recommends that such defects be corrected before the person1s natural
speech be carried over into oublio delivery.35

33Iiid.» p. 404.
^ Ibid.. p. 415.
35Utf4.» p. 411.

It will be recalled that
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Sarett and Foster point out that "One of the objectives of training in
speech is to bring a man who does the wrong thing 'naturally' to the
point where 'naturally' —
thing ."J

at least by second nature —

he does the right

It can be safely assumed, therefore, that Whately's doctrine

thus far presented is fairly well substantiated by present-day authorities
on the conversational mode.
The "think-the-thought" school, a later development in the rapidly
expanding aoneept of delivery, begins to take shape in the philosophy of
Whately's Slaments.

It is difficult to place credit for the origin of the

"think-the-thought" concept, but it can be safely assumed that Whately was
a pioneer on the subject.

In his treatment of delivery, he indicates that

the speaker should " . . . f i x his mind as earnestly as possible on the
jjttiJajc, and to strive to adopt aa hie own, and as his own at the moment
of utterance, every sentiment he delivers. . •n^7
In sum, Whately has suggested that delivery be characterised by
the following elements! (l) naturalness! (2) simplicity and earnestness)
and (3) concentration on the content at the moment of utterance.

An

examination of the current oonoeotion of the mode will disclose that
Whately's doctrine closely approaohes the style as it is understood and
taught today.

Winans, however, believes that Whately has fallen short of

this goal in at least one respeat.

362&fila Principles, p.
37Bleasnta &

He points out that Whately's theory 3
7
6

89.

Rhetoric, p. U 5 .
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collapse* because he neglects the moat important phase of delivery,
namely, the establishment of a communicative situation.

In recommending

that the speaker pay exclusive attention to the subject, continues Winane,
Whately has overlooked the audience as a part of the communicative setup.
It is possible that this criticism is justified.

Nevertheless, Whately's

iamortance in the history of oratory is evidenced by the numerous
references made to his work during the early part of the 20th century.
It is clear that he did much to promote the acceptance of the conversation
al mode of speeoh*
The period following the introduction of Whately*s philosophy
would seem to indicate that his "radical ideas" on delivery were very
influential in the further development of oratory, especially insofar as
the first three canons are concerned; it even induced many teachers of
rhetoric to abandon altogether the attempt to teach delivery.

It is some

what paradoxical, therefore, that the major contributions te elocutionary
theory during the period extending from 1827 to 1870 were based on the
Rush philosophy.

This, however, dose not mean to imply that the Rush

philosophy dominated the practice and teaching of the oerlod.

Actually,

because of the Whately influence, the theory of the American colleges of
the period with reference to rhetarioal delivery was predominantly that of
the Natural sohool.

According to tho findingo of an examination of tho

period made by Coulton, the rhetorics of Campbell end Blair were used most
widely between the years 1820 and 1830.

After 1830, Whately was the most
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generally used.

38

Gray indicates, however, that Rush's analysis smarted

a tremendous influence upon the teaching of speech for a period of a
hundred y e a r s . ^

Ms

philosophy, therefore, cannot he Passed over a*

insignificant.
Rush grants nature an important role in his philosophy, describing
it aa " . , . the directive principle or general agent over these sub
ordinate and perceptible agents [the ear and the t o n g u e O n o e

again,

the mechanical and natural approaches to gneeeh-makinrr follow parallel
Tines of development.

Aa the scientific n»thod is passing through the

developmental stage, the natural philosophy oan be seen enjoying the
light of authoritative acceptance.

But here again, the impossibility of

totally isolating one school from the other becomes increasingly evident.
Even within the Rush movement, which Robb describes as intolerant of the
natural method,

there are in reality ample evidences of a degree of

acceptance of the underlying philosophy of the Natural school.
Rush was an analyst, not a teaoher.

His work, therefore, represents

an attempt to break down human speech into its basio parts in order that
elocutionists would be enabled " . . .

con—
iotg0gt8
iv35# p. 33«

to reduce to established form,

C°Slto!!t

* * Saflasfii SdaoaUaa Id Amsrioan
UnP«bllshed Ph.D. dissertation, New York University

**

39

0ry >
Tol«*
in th . History of Elooution
B a J MtWrto journal a j Soopoh. XXn(Doo..Dor, 1943), 475-480.
40T
J
B
^
flua“ %&**• Philadelphia*
J. o, Idppinoott and Company, Fifth edition, 1859, p. 161.
4l2sja Interpretation, p . 36.
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the beat modes of speech in his l a n g u a g e . b e h i n d hla philosophy is
a dfcaire to reproduce the beat in nature.

He concludea his analysis by-

saying, "I have thus far set before the eye of philosophy a copy of the

y3

designs of nature, in the construction of speech."^

Just as Hush had granted credence to the theory that "nature direct
ed the subordinate agents," so firasinis D. Uorth (classified by Robb as a
Rush follower) in 1846, stresses the function of thought to speech.
points out that the student " . . .

He

m a t acquire those unfettered bodily

habits, In consequence of which attitude and gesture become aa varied
and graceful as the impulses from which they spring."^

It is interest

ing to not® also that Worth condemns the Mechanical efforts of writers
such as Austin and refers the reader to Uhately's Rhetoric for further
explanation of his own work.^
J • H, Mol lvalue, & later Rush follower, admittedly goas beyond the
theory of Rush.

And it is in this extension of the Rush philosophy that

there is evident a further development of the theory of the conversation
al mode.

He discusses the importance of suppressing in oral expression

the mental operations which accompany the threefold objectives of

^ Philosophy, 1st, ad., xv,
43IW4., P. 461.
Hawn: £ i ? i ^ i 3 t t L a m U "
45Ifci$., P. 23.

“

* - « * *>

*01**.

u
expression which are (l) the effect upon the audience for which you
are striving; (2) the perception and feeling for the meaning of the
words and their grammatical connections at the very moment of utterance;
and (3) th e necessity of talking directly to the minds of th e a u d ie n c e .^
Thus in 'icllvaine’s contribution reference is made to two important
attributes of a conversational attitude, namely, the attribute later
referred to by Winans a3 "the realization of the meaning of words as they
are uttered" and directness.

The conversational mode has survived the

period of the scientific as well as the mechanical approach.
It mist be recalled that out of this period come one of the greatest

liv in g testimonies to the effectiveness of the conversational 3tyle —
Wendell P h lllip e .

George W illiam C u r tis , one of h is contem poraries,

referred to hla speaking as "simple colloquy —

a gentleman conversing."

In 1 3 % , Thomas Wentworth Higginson expressed the opinion that "The days
of pompous and stilted eloquence are gone by, and It was perhaps Wendell
Phillips more than anybody else who put an end to it and substituted the
conversational manner."

U7

A clue to the source of Phillip’s effectiveness

may be found in Ralph Komgold’s account of his training under Bdvmrd T.
Channing.

. . . Yet he did carry away something of great value
— the teaohinge of Edward T. Channing, Boylston
Professor of Rhetoric and Oratory, who stood almost

^Joshua H. Molltaine, Elocution! the Sourcea and Sletnenta of Ita
Power. Hew Torki Scribner, 1870, p. 2^,.
^'Thoaaa Wentworth Hlgglnaon, "Hinta on Sr>eeohinaklng," Harper^
Magazine r LIXIII(November, 1886), 952-956.
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alone in combating the spread-eagle style of public
address fashionable at that time, and dared to express
his dislike of the pompous oratory of Daniel Webster
and Edward Everett. . . . He insisted on directness and
simplicity in the written and spoken words "I believe
that showy writing is always cold, and reaches but a
very little way below the surfaces of men's minds. He
agreed with Samuel Johnson that when an author has
written a nags which appears to him especially eloquent
the best place for it is the wastepaper basket. Then
a student spoke in a composition about f'Africfa sable
sons," Channing drew a determined line through the words
and substituted "negroes." He liked the blunt AngloSaxon word, the terse, pointed sentence, without adorn
ment or circumlocution. He "hated a purple patch as he
hated the devil." How greatly Phillips profited by
this teaohing is evident from his speeches. Simplicity
is their hallmark. Ninety per cent of the wards he
uses are of two syllables or less. His average sentence
is composed of twenty-three words and conveys the
thought it was meant to convey as unmistakably as a
rifleshot. 4-®
In 1819, Edward Channing was appointed Boylston Professor of Rhetoric
and Oratory at Cambridge, with Dr. Jonathan Barber (a Rush student) as
an assistant.

Undoubtedly, Rush and Barber did much to influence the

speaking of their time.

It is therefore quite fortunate that the oaliber

of their teaching was high.

Channing’s philosophy was simple.

He concurs

with Whately in his condemnation of the artificial oratory of his t i m e . ^
Moreover, he agrees with those who place their trust in nature in the
matter of delivery.

^ % a l o h K om g o l d , Tvq Friends
Company, 1950, pp. 116-117.

Man.

Boston* Little, Brown and

^ E d w a r d T. Channing, Lectures Read is
Seniors Jjj Harvard
College. Boston* Tioknor and Fields, 1856, p. 28.
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In them [children^ we have tha genuine diaclplea of
nature, — tha natural orator In the truest sense* Tha
boy is not yet infected with affectation, or hypocrisy,
or vanity, or anxiety about his appearance, or conscious
ness of effort. He has something to communicate; and he
seeks some way to utter it, as instinctively as the body
moves under the excitement of the briskly flowing blood
and the delightful sensation of new and healthy life*
How intelligible is every gesture, look and attitude
which waits upon his imperfect speech or interprets his
silence* Every feeling, wish and thought has its messen
ger. Mo aetor, no pantomime of elder growth is to be
oompar ad vdth him. They should study him; so should the
painter, — so should the sculptor. He is one visible
mental expression. And all because he is full of the
matter and has nature to help him out in the utterance.
In this we all agree.50
Thus in Charming the teacher and Phillies ths student and orator are found
evidences which seem to indicate that the conversational mods had reached
a point of resoeetable acceptance.

The two great leaders advocate three

important attributes of the model (l) directness; (2) simplicity; and
(3) a close relianoe upon nature for the proper gestures and mode of
utterance.
Phillips was also the student of Dr. Jonathan Barber.

According

to a letter from Phillips written to James E. Murdoch, Barber played an
extremely important part in his speech training.
. . . Based on Rush, the Doctor*s system was at
once philosophically sound and eminently practical.
1 am sure he taught me all I was ever taught,
exoept by a school master, . . . whom I lost at ten
years old. Whatever I have ever acquired in the
art of improving and managing my voice I owe to

PP. 47-A8.
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Dr. Sarbar 's system, august ion#, and lessons. Ho
volums or treatise cm. the voice, except those of
Bush and Barber, has ever been of any practical
value to » . The Doctor's reliance on principle,
and comparative disuse of technical rules, seem to
»s a great advantage over all the other systems with
which I an acquainted. His teachings tended to make
good readers and speakers, not readers or speakers
modeled on 3arber, It brought out each pupil's
peculiar character of utterance and expression,
without attempting or tending to cast him in any
void.51
Thus in Barber's Influence on Phillip* there is provided further evidence
of Rush's contribution to ths furtherance of the conversational style.
As the century closes the conversational style is rapidly gaining
acceptance.

As early as 1836, ths completeness of the development of

the theory is exemplified in an article written for popular aon sumption
In liicasds &gftXlat»

In citing rules far speech-making, Higginson

desorlbes two very important requisites for ths effectlvs soaaker.
The first requisite of speechmaking is, of course,
to have something to say. But this does not merely
mean something that may be said} it means sons thing
that nust be said — that cresses on ths mind un
comfortably until it is said. . . . And nothing so
creates and Intensifies this desire as an earnest
purp o m . . . . The first rule of public speaking
therefore is. Im » something that yau desire very
mch jjj sav. 5*
Thus in this first principle le found the oodlflcatlon of a theory which
had been expressed centuries before by 3t. Augustine end recently by

*4

51j***b *• ^ riooh» 1 £Lft* lac £gflkSB LtoCUga. Cincinnati* Van

intvarp, Bragg and Coanany, 1^83, p. 102.
Hinta on Spaaohaaklng."

I
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such modern writers as Gray and Braden (the "urge to communicate").
Higginson then cites as the second rule of effective speaking*
in

a

natural & x , and Is a f l a m a m U f l a a l

m

*"53

"Always

He also offers

a suggestion as to the method of acquiring this "conversational way."
There is one very simple method — as simple as to
swallow a mouthful of water slowly to cure one’s
hiccough — and yet one which I have seldom known
to fail. Supoose the occasion to be a public
dinner. You have somebody by your side te whom
you have been talking. To him your manner was
undoubtedly natural, and if you can only carry
along into your public speech that conversational
style of your private talk, the battle is gained.
Haw then, to achieve that result? In this simple
way* Contrive to say over to your neighbor conversa
tionally the thought, whatever it is, with which
you mean to begin your speech. Then when you rise
to speak, say merely what will be perfectly true,
"I was Just saying to the gentlemen who site beside
me that" — and then you repeat your remark over
again. You thus make the last words of your private
talk the first wards of your public address, and
the conversational manner is s e o ured.^
The close of the oentury finds not only the recognition of the need far
the "urge to communicate" ae a prime requisite of effective speeoh, but
also an expression of the similarity of private to public discourse.
Before the turn of the oentury, Trueblood lends support to the
belief that Rush may have been more instrumental in the development of
the natural sohool than Robb seems to indicate.

At the first masting of

the National Association of Elocutionista (1892), he insisted that the

53ttisl.
54Ibid*

<
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Rush system was not mechanical.-^

At a later date ho is reported as

expressing an opinion on the similarity of public and private speech.
* • . Oratory of the highest type is nothing more
than a dignified, energetlo, magnified, one-sided
conversation — one-sided in this sensei that in
oratory you take into account what the audience is
thinking about, what they would say if they had an
opportunity to answer the speaker, or propose
questions to those thoughts and feelings that are
engendered in the audience.56
He further proposes that "It is a very simple and easy transition from
the ordinary conversational method into

oratory."57

He then proceeds to stress the importanoe of the student's under
standing of the idea, which leads to directness, without whieh M . . .

it

is almost useless for him (ths speaker) to appear before an audience. . . .
The greatest secret of success in oratory, is the direotness whioh eomes
through the conversational method Just described; . .
In short, Trueblood recommends ths following elements of effeetlvenesst

(l) "A burning desire . . .

to give out a massage which (the

speaker) feels ths people ought to know}" (2) directness; and (3) a
knowledge of men.

59

He summarises his views on effectiveness when he sayst

55£iaaaiiia£* at ibs National AaaaglaUra at
First
Meeting, June 27 to July 2, 1892. Columbia College, New lork. pp. 22-30.
56Ei2flMdiaM

lift BaH a nal &BB9Ql»Uaa at filggyrtlmlrtg, Fourth

Meeting, July 2* to 29, 1895.

Boston, pp. 103-108.

57Ibld.
^PraMidlagfl
Mooting, Juno 28 to July 2, 1897.

WJiU.

a t lbs Katlgnal Aonoolotion of BiomitinM
Ke" l o r t . p T l S .
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"The effective oratory of today ia plain* straight-forward business
speaking, with tones and gestures as direct as men use in conversation,
6Q
dignified, but not to the point of frigidity."
These observations indicate that as early as 1395, Trueblood had
vary carefully analysed the conversational style of speaking.

It is

highly possible that he aoquired the basis of this theory from the
Rush doctrine as passed on by Murdoch.
The same tendency toward a conversational delivery is noted in
other figures of that period.
tional pattern of sneaking."61

Kellog, in 1380, recommended "a conversa
Eleven years later, Brainerd Smith stated
62

that his objective was to Instill "a conversational manner in delivery.
The Classical and Elocutionary period has proven a fruitful one
in the development of the conversational mode.
primary trends of teaching —

The period presents two

the classical and the elocutionary•

The

olaaaical represents the utilisation of ancient doctrine in the teaching
of speech.

Its main contribution to the objeotive of this study lies in

its rajaction of artificiality and the emphasis which the movement plaoed
upon content.

The elocutionary movement la further subdivided into two

^Proceedings aL & £ NftUsBMU Aglftallttlaa <a£ 512013JLSBLU1l8» Seventh
Meeting, June 27 to July 1, 1393. Cincinnati, p. 38.
6lBralnerd Kellogg, £ Igst-Bftgk £U BhllSEifl, SttPPlMBtttlng lb*

fiiYil9raia& aL iba Saimaa xl&b SabmaUta Eiurtloa la coaposition.
Mew Torki Clark and Maynard, 1880, pp. 199-200.
^ B r a i n e r d Q. Smith, R o w i n g M S Sneaking, y^gjll Si lilkS JiS XSBBg
Men Who Would Speak Wall Xu Public. Boston* D. C. Heath and Company, 1891,
p. 25.
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distinct raoYBH»nts —

the Mechanical school and the Natural school.

Strangely enough, the so-called Mechanical school holds Interest for a
study of the development of the conversational mode of speech.

Men such

as Walker, Sheridan, and Rush actually based their "systems" upon what
they believed were natural rules.

Through their rules they "orescribed”

the natural expressions and actions.

To this end they acknowledged the

imoortanoe played by nature in expression.

Mason cited the close relation

ship which exists between public and private speech.

He was also the first

to mention the importance of eye contact to directness*

Sheridan adds to

this theory the importance of nature in the selection of gestures for
delivery.

Whately proposed the "natural nammer," and sows the seeds of

the "think-the-thought" school.

One of the followers of the Rush system,

Mcllvaine, proposes the ooneept of the "realisation of the meaning of
words as they are uttered.”

The period also produced the greatest practical

exponent of the conversational mode, Wendell Phillips,

is the century

closes, the conversational mode is no longer viewed as a radical ooneept.
The private and public discourse similarity has already been freely and
favorably discussed by Trueblood before the National Association of
Elocutionists.
manner,”

Other writers have begun to recommend the "conversational

Ita place in rhetorical doctrine has been assured.

The conversa

tional qualities have begun to take their places as parts of a mode of
speech.

CHAPTER V

EARLY MODERN CONCEPTS

The Introduction of modern psychology at tha end of the 19th
century greatly influenced the methods employed in the teaching of
speech.

The old philosophy which taught that man was composed of two

separate entities, a mind and a body, had been largely replaced among
teaohers of speech hy the new conception of man as a whole being.

The

dichotomy was no longer accepted as a basis for understanding of the
speech processes.

Mind and body now functioned as a unit.

The implica

tions which the acceptance of this concept held for speech theory are at
once apoarent.

Robb indicates its significance as follows*

. . . emphasis is now upon msntal processes rather
than the physiology of speech. The great interest
in the mind and in the outward manifestations of
its activities diverted the attention of the teaohers
of speech from the emphasis established by the
preceding period on physiology and the meohanism of
the voice.*
The trend, therefore, was to be away from the meohanioal and
elocutionary approaches.

The way had been paved for a smooth reception of

the natural methods which bee a m

prominent during the early part of the

twentieth century.
The "think-the-thought" school gained considerable impetus from
this new intellectual movement.

Wollbert defines the "think-the-thought"

Interpretation, p. U 2 .
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school

as " . . . the method that insists that expression is entirely

dependent upon the intent of the expressing mind to utter thoughts
sincerely and honestly."^
effective delivery.

The concept is a "method" of achieving an

Its acceptance is significant to the development

of the conversational mode for two reasons: (l) hy its very nature it
rejeot* artificiality and the mechanical approach; and (2) it presents
an approach to a conversational attitude.
The outstanding example of the "thlnk-the-thought" school was
S a m e l Silas Curry.

In his Province a£ SxpresalQn. 1927, he reveals the

relationship of mind or soul to body in the following manner:
We find that expression is not of the body, but
through the body. "It is the soul that speaks."
Actions of the body may be merely external,
accidental, meohanioal or utilitarian. Nothing
is ever expressive which is not the transparent
means of manifesting the soul; that is not
directly caused by some thought, emotion or
condition of the speaker’s psychic faculties and
powers.3
Thus to Curry, if the mind completely comprehends the thought or idea,
the physical taanlfestations of that idea or expression will be dictated.
Nature has onoe more taken the plaoe of the mechanical system.
Curry also emphasizes the importance of spontaneity to an af
fective natural delivery.

He proposes that "The importancs of spontaneous

^Charles H. Woolbert, "Theories of Expression: Some Criticisms,"
Xhft quarterly Journal & Public Speaking, I (April 1915) 127-143.
3S. S, Curry, grgaJLPffil 21 Expression.
1927, p. 29.

Boston: Expression Company,
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action in expression oan hardly bo overestimated.

It is the basis of

all naturalness, and unless the spontaneous energies are awakened,
expression will lack completeness.
Woolbert implies that the fault of the "think-the-thought" school
lies in the fact that it does not take into consideration the fact that
the audience completes the oowminicative system.

He suggests that the

hearer must be made to *think-the-thought" just as much as the speaker.^
Winans has attempted to adjust this shortcoming of the "thlnk-the-thought"
school in his statement of the conversational mode.

In his definition

of the mode he conceives of the audience as responding, asking questions,

L
approving and disapproving.
it.

The speaker talks with the audience, not £ &

The doubt expressed by Woolbert as to the effectiveness of the "think-

the-thought" method may be well founded.

Its importance as a method or

approach to the conversational attitude, however, cannot be denied.

For

hie development of the "think-the-thought" theory, therefore, Gurry mist
be considered as an important link in the chain of development of the
conversational mode.
The first part of the twentieth century is narked by th* proposal
of other theories belonging to ihe natural school which bear upon the
final acceptance of the conversational mode.

Because of the implications

^S. S. Curry, SflaafoUflat SZ Expression.
1907, p. 152.
^"Theories of Expression."
t o m b ikkl&g* p . 13.

Boston! Expression Company
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proficiency in expression of the various emotions.

Here again, the

object was to acquaint the pupil with the emotion (to make it his own)
before he attempted to express it.
Extreraely important to the present-day statement of the conversa
tional mode is the work of Edward N. Kirby*

In the preface to his Publlo

Sneakingf (1915), Wlnans acknowledges his wide use of Kirby in his
chapter on delivery.

In his chapter on speaker-audience relationship,

Xirby very adequately expresses his concept of the conversational mode.
Kirby treats of the establishment of a communicative system, which
oreoludes the rendering of a performance before an audience.

He also

establishes directness and simplicity as attributes of good speaking.

10

These elements are to be found as essential qualities of the conversa
tional mode as expressed by Wlnans nineteen years later.
In 1903, Edwin DuBois Shurter's Public 3 peaking appeared with a
thorough analysis of the conversational mode.
similar to that of Winans.

His analysis is quite

Shurter begins by establishing conversation

as the norm of public speaking.

"Obviously the best way to convey your

thought to a collection of individuals —

your audience —

Is the way

you would speak to a single individual in earnest conversation."^

It

rsust be pointed out that Shurter’s approach to the conversational style

10Edward H. Kirby,
Shepard, 1896, ch. 7.

M U fl S,P9flfclftg MkA

Reading.

"^Edwln DuBois Shurter, gafrljfl 2ns»kl&g«
Rev. ed., 1927, p. 9.

Bos torn Lee and

Boston! Allyn and Bacon,
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is the "think-the-thought" casthod.

He indicates that in order to obtain

directness, the speaker mast be sure that he conveys the iapression that
12
the thoughts he is expressing are his own.
The two basic criteria on
which he bases his theory of speech-asking ares (l) the ooeaker m a t have
something to say? and (2) he oust have a clear and vivid concept of what
13

he is saying at the moment of utterance. ' He then presents a clear
breakdown of the conversational style into qualities.

’Among the various

qualities that denote the beat conversational style such aa naturalness,
simplicity, vivacity, and sincerity, the most important for the beginner
in oublio speaking is that of directness. * ^

His method of achieving

directness is through the establishment of a communicative attitude on the
part of the speaker.

Shurter and Kirby both place emphasis on the speaker-

audience relationship.
The first complete statement of the conversational mode in modern
terms is presented by James A. Winans in his PubliQ Seeaklmr. 1915.

Winans' approach is familiar.

His objective is the creation of a normal

or natural behavior upon the platform.

15

His approach is through the

adaptation of the qualities of good conversation to the public presentation.

I2lbjd.. p. 12.

13I W ' ,

P. 1.
P. U.

•*c
x Janes A. Winans,
Revised edition, 1923, p. 30.

Sfiflaklng.
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His standard for public speaking, therefore, is conversation.

The

qualities of conversation which he belle-wee make conversation lively and
vhich he believes should be carried over into public speaking are:
(1) full realisation of the content of your words as you utter them, and
(2) a lively sense of communication.^*

His "realization of manning" la

clearly an outgrowth of the "think-the-thought." approach.
half grasm will do.

"Mind you, no

Nor is it enough to grasp the bare meaning; the

emotional content also m a t be realized.

17

To Winans the communicative

attitude is established try: (l) having something to say; (2) having a
sincere desire to say it; (3) talking wjth and not sirmly bqfpre the
audience; and [U) talking straight, to the audience with a prener utilization of e re contact.

l8

To attempt to nresent the source of Winans* theory would be merely
conjeoture.
delivery.

He does, however, give credit to Kirby for hie treatment of
The evidence examined in this study would tend to indicate

that the mode va® in the orocess of development over a long neriod of
years.

Toward the middle of the 19th century this development seems to

gain momentum.

By the beginning of the 20th century, the conversational

style was being favorably considered by authorities In the field of public
speaking.

The ideas had existed before Winans’ presentation of the theory,

16I M sI.» n. 31.

17I32ii., p. 3 2 .
irt
Dali., pp. 32-39.
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but It remained far Winans to codify th® statement of the conversational
style.

After Winans' presentation of the theory it is needless to trace

the development any further.

As was indicated in the first chapter of

this study, moat modern authorities choose Winans as the starting ooint
from whioh to begin their discussion of the conversational mode of speech.
Variations from and elaborations of Winans' concept of the mode are not
drastic.

His treatment is thorough and appears to be the culmination of

the efforts of many men and many theories —
the present day.

from the age of Pericles to

CONCLTJSION

Modern authorities have Indicated that the norm of nubile speak
ing is conversation.

The evidence examined In this study would seem to

indicate that there are inherent in. conversation certain characteristics
which justify such a selection.

It has bean determined that the qualities

which make conversation effective are naturalness, commmicatlveness, and
a full realisation of the meaning of wards as they are uttered.

And it

has been proposed that the way to effective public speaking is through
the carry-over of these conversational elements into the public situation.
Examination revealed that the concept of the conversational mode
does not belong exclusively to this age.

Rather it would seem to indicate

that the mode has grown out of the gradual acceptance of its several
constituents.
The qualities of the conversational have their roots early In the
history of oratory.

The value of simplicity and moderation was recognized

in the earliest native oratory.

Moreover, an examination of the classical

rhetoricians, Lysias, Aristotle, and Quintilian, reveals that they were
acquainted with the benefits to be derived from, the use of the idiom of
daily speech.

The concept of the advantage of concentration on thought

rather than form also finds its origin in antiquity.
The thread of continuity is almost lost during the Medieval Ages.
For various reasons, interest in speechmaking had greatly diminished.

How

ever, in the practice of public speaking which was kept alive by a small
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group of enthusiastic orators, there was evident a strong element of
earnestness and simplicity.

Thus, at its lowest ebb, oratory had found

a place for the conversational element.
With the advent of the elocutionary movement and the parallel
development of rhetorical theory there emerged a more definite trend
toward a conversational style of delivery.

The l&th and 19th centuries

are marked by an ever increasing interest in the fifth canon.

The

evidence examined reveals that credit for the evolution and gradual accept
ance of the conversational mode cannot be placed upon any one school*
Actually, the various "systems" or "schools" possessed many common
characteristics.

It is safe to assume, however, that there existed during

the period the basic concept that nature had provided the ideal.

The

objective of speech, then, was to duplicate, in some manner, the actions
of nature.

Various schools chose various methods to achieve this end.

But the fundamental concept of naturalness had taken firm hold on both the
rhetorical and elocutionary doctrines.

By the middle of the 18th century

recognition had been granted to the similarity of public and private
speech.

It was at this time that Mason mentions the oart played by eye

contact in establishing communication between the speaker and the audience.
The priority of thought over form is suggested in this period.

With the

oresentation of Whately’a dootrine the "think-the-thought" sohool receives
great impetus.

Toward the end of the 19th century, the mode was assuming

a prominent role in speech-making.

Delivery was spoken of in terms of the

"conversational manner."

I
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